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ABSTRACT 
The following analysis of antislavery poetry evidences the shared language of abolition that 
incorporated the societal dynamics of law, gender, and race through shared themes of family, the 
assumed expectation of freedom, and legal references. This thesis focuses upon four women 
antislavery poets and analyzes their poems and their individual experiences with their 
sociohistorical contexts. The poems of Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah 
Forten show this shared transatlantic language of abolition. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The established (and protected) position of slavery within the Atlantic World required a 
variegated attack from those who viewed freedom and personhood of greater value and 
importance than property. Abolitionists aimed to reveal the inherent moral wrong of slavery 
through literature, legislation efforts, and freedom suits. Covering this broad range of strategy 
was a shared network of antislavery language that bolstered and connected abolitionists of 
diverse backgrounds and sociohistorical contexts. Antislavery poets incorporated this language 
into emotional verse in order to convince readers of the immorality of slavery through a 
particular set of themes. The separation of the family through the slave trade and enslavement 
process featured prominently in antislavery poetry and connected to understandings of the 
importance of family within natural law. Within this theme, gendered representations of the 
patriarchal family reflect the current of conservatism particularly within the late eighteenth 
century abolition movement. Another shared theme was the antislavery poet’s assumption that 
every enslaved individual hoped for freedom. This theme similarly played out in certain freedom 
suits initiated by antislavery leaders or organizations, particularly the 1836 case of 
Commonwealth v. Aves in Massachusetts. A third theme is the use of legal references to 
courtroom style questioning or trial references to highlight the legal, criminal wrong of slavery. 
To what extent did antislavery poetry connect to a shared abolitionist language? How 
antislavery literature intersected with the law? In order to answer these questions I have chosen 
four women poets that illustrate the scope of this shared language. Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, 
Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah Forten created antislavery poetry across social, geopolitical, and 
temporal boundaries that convey the use of these themes and the shared language of abolition. 
Their poetry interacted with their individual, sociohistorical contexts through gender, class, race, 
2 
and the law. Their poetry and experiences represent the body of antislavery literature as well as 
the diverse interactions between abolitionists and society. I argue that antislavery poetry, 
exemplified in works of these four poets, offers a unique and integrated perspective of late 
eighteenth to mid nineteenth, transatlantic abolitionism. 
1.1 Historiography 
Scholarship of the British and American abolition movements has ranged with incredible 
breadth from themes of politics, diplomatic effects, social conservatism, religion, to economic 
impact of abolition. While there has been a growth in recent scholarship upon antislavery poetry, 
analysis largely comes from literary scholars rather than historians of abolition. The connection 
between the role that women played in the transatlantic abolition movement has been analyzed 
by historians, particularly through the important scholarship of Vron Ware in Beyond the Pale, 
yet the significance of their antislavery poetry has been much less explored.1 Seymour Drescher 
provided a comprehensive and important analysis of transatlantic abolition in Abolition that 
extends beyond the nineteenth century into the twentieth century. However, there is only a 
passing reference to Phillis Wheatley’s poetry, and he gives no mention of Ann Yearsley, 
Hannah More, or Sarah Forten.2 He does allude to the contributions of female poets amidst the 
British movement against the slave trade, but does not specify a particular poet.3 Due to his 
greater attention to the political implications of British abolitionism, many of his primary sources 
consist of political speeches, legislation, parliamentary minutes, letters between leaders, and 
opinion pieces from newspapers and magazines. Antislavery poetry is significantly missing from 
this list of sources.  
                                                 
1
  Vron Ware, Beyond the Pale: White Women, Racism and History (London: Verso, 1992), 50. 
2
  Seymour Drescher, Abolition: A History of Slavery and Antislavery (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2009), 218 
3
  Drescher, Abolition, 217 
3 
Similarly, David Brion Davis, who greatly expanded the historiography of slavery, 
briefly mentions Hannah More in The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Democracy but not in 
reference to her poetry.4  In The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolutions he highlights the 
ideological interactions between revolutionary ideals and issues surrounding slavery and 
emancipation. He focuses upon the United States and other British colonies in the Americas but 
demonstrates the interconnectedness of the Atlantic World in showing the international, political 
effects of the abolition of the slave trade. This political focus not only largely ignores antislavery 
poetry (particularly from Ann Yearsley), but also lacks significant discussion of the role of 
women in abolitionism. In his later work, Inhuman Bondage, Davis asserts that racism and 
Atlantic slavery reinforced one another and developed simultaneously, and that the enslavement 
of people from various places in Africa “became an intrinsic and indispensable part” of the 
Atlantic World.5 In this work, he reinvigorated the historiography of slavery in interacting with 
the issue of historical memory, which has important implications for understanding modern 
slavery in light of historical perception. Contributing to this issue of memory is the exclusion of 
antislavery poetry and characteristic themes that poets employed from the scholarship of 
abolitionism. These brilliant, and comprehensive, works on abolitionism from Drescher and 
Davis have informed the historiography of abolition and slavery. However, the lack of 
consideration of antislavery poetry (particularly from the poets whom I have studied) as a part of 
the language of abolition reveals the gap in which I place this thesis.   
Patricia Demers and Anne Stott have contributed important works in biographical 
accounts of Hannah More. Their extensive research in her correspondence, literature, social 
                                                 
4
  David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770-1823 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1975), 246, 248, 358, 572. 
5
  David Brion Davis, Inhuman Bondage: The Rise and Fall of Slavery in the New World (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2006), 102.  
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world, and relationship with Ann Yearsley has enriched historiography of eighteenth century 
British literature. Both also aimed to present More in a more complete light in contrast to 
somewhat disparaging analysis from some feminist historians.6 While these scholars include 
some discussion of Slavery: A Poem (More’s antislavery poem that I will analyze) as a part of 
her literary endeavors and connection to the abolitionist movement (particularly through her 
friendship with William Wilberforce), they do not explore her inclusion of the family as a 
theme.7 Drawing upon the work of Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, who outlines the commitment 
to patriarchal family structure in More’s literary career, I have adapted this analysis to Slavery. 
Kowaleski-Wallace used a later antislavery poem from More not as an example of the separated 
family but to illustrate the ideal of patriarchy against “female otherness,” which I find far too 
severe of a critique.8 It is not a degraded, ‘othered’ state to which More places women within a 
conservative structure (surely her extensive career in writing illustrates her belief in the 
authenticity of female voice), rather her adherence to a father-mother family model (supported 
by natural law) places her within her particular sociohistorical context.  
In contrast to a number of biographical accounts of Hannah More, there are few for Ann 
Yearsley. Kerri Andrews has broken the historical silence in the past few years with more 
detailed analysis not only of Yearsley’s break with her former patron, Hannah More, but also of 
her poetry both under More’s patronage and afterwards.9 Her work has provided an important 
contribution to scholarship of women authors and has benefitted this study. However, within 
                                                 
6
  Patricia Demers, Patricia Demers, The World of Hannah More (Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky 
Press, 1996), Preface, 4 and Anne Stott, Hannah More: The First Victorian (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2003), ix-x 
7
  Demers, World of Hannah, 57-60 and Anne Stott, Hannah More, 92-95 
8
  Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, Their Father’s Daughters: Hannah More, Maria Edgeworth, and 
Patriarchal Complicity (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), 34-35 
9
  Kerri Andrews, “‘More’s Polish’d Muse, or Yearsley’s Muse of Fire’: Bitter Enemies Write the Abolition 
Movement,” European Romantic Review 20, no. 1 (January 2009): 21-36 and “Ann Yearsley and the London 
Newspapers,” Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature, 34 no. 1 (Spring 2015):107-124. 
5 
analysis of her poetry, there is an absence of connection to her historical context with regards to 
theories of natural law of family. Her use of gender, similar to analysis of More’s use of gender, 
features prominently in the analysis of literary scholars, yet her use of legal references is also 
missing from historiography. While I do not aim to provide a biography of Yearsley or More, I 
do aim to add to analysis of Yearsley’s Inhumanity of the Slave Trade the connections to legal 
references as well as her use of the separation of the family to illustrate her place within the 
language of abolition.  
Phillis Wheatley, for all of her fame in her own context and in legacy, rarely appears in 
abolitionist historiography perhaps due to her unique situation as an enslaved author writing 
about freedom and slavery. In 2011, Vincent Carretta published his work, Phillis Wheatley, 
thereby contributing “the first full-length biography of her.”10 His work is highly significant to 
scholarship of Wheatley, and I have used it as an important secondary from which to broaden 
Wheatley’s connection to other antislavery poets.  
Sarah Forten has been much less studied than the other three poets. However, Julie 
Winch has brought significant attention to her poetry within her biography of James Forten, 
Sarah Forten’s father.11 Her analysis of some of Forten’s poems have contributed important 
interpretations to antislavery poetry as well as her discussion of Forten’s interaction with 
abolitionists in America through her father.12 However, my analysis provides more discussion of 
her use of the slave family as a structural theme that connects with a broader language of 
abolition. Indeed, my thesis uniquely places these four poets together in order to display a 
                                                 
10
  Vincent Carretta, Phillis Wheatley: Biography of a Genius in Bondage (Athens, GA: the University of 
Georgia Press, 2011), ix. 
11
  Julie Winch, A Gentleman of Color: The Life of James Forten (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 
264-271. 
12
  Julie Winch, “Sarah Forten’s Anti-Slavery Networks,” in Women’s Rights and Transatlantic Antislavery in 
the Era of Emancipation, ed. Kathryn Kish Sklar and James Brewer Stewart (New Haven:Yale University Press, 
2007), Loc. 2260 and Loc. 2277 of 5644. Kindle edition. 
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transatlantic, shared language of abolition across sociohistorical contexts. Analyzing their poetry 
separately and in comparison with one another adds to the historiography of abolition not only in 
using antislavery poetry as the base of research, but also in the interaction with legal arguments 
against slavery. I seek to fill these historiographical gaps of antislavery poetry, particularly 
poems written by women, because this medium intersects with broader ideas of family, legal 
understandings of freedom, race, and gender. 
1.2 Methodology 
The primary source foundation for this thesis rests upon the antislavery poems from 
Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah Forten. I have supplemented this 
source base with letters (from Hannah More’s correspondence), newspaper articles, and literature 
produced by antislavery organizations in order to more fully understand the ideological and 
historical influences and settings for these poems. Analyzing poetry requires not only a 
discussion of the individual poem, but also its place within literary history and social context. 
Brycchan Carey describes how poets of “sensibility” held a “belief in the power of sympathy to 
raise awareness of suffering” and a goal to convince the audience that it was of utmost 
importance to alleviate that suffering.13 The poems from More, Yearsley, and Wheatley used in 
this thesis were published by commercial printers (More’s poem cost half a crown); while 
Forten’s poems were published predominantly in The Liberator, William Lloyd Garrison’s 
antislavery newspaper, and written under a pseudonym, which allowed her to perhaps more 
boldly capture the evil of slavery.14 For More (commissioned by an antislavery organization) and 
Forten (writing for a specific antislavery newspaper) in particular their audiences were most 
                                                 
13
  Brycchan Carey, British Abolitionism and the Rhetoric of Sensibility: Writing, Sentiment, and Slavery, 
1760-1807 (Bastingstoke, England: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 2. 
14
  Stott, Hannah More, 92 and Winch, “Anti-Slavery Networks,” Loc. 2285 of 5644.  
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likely sympathetic to the cause.15  A comparative approach to these poets not only illuminates 
their shared language but also indicates how they contributed to the body of antislavery 
literature. The fact that these poems were published and produced for a specific cause reveals the 
political nature of these works.   
Thomas Menely outlines the structuring of British antislavery poetry in the late 1780s for 
political purposes. His assessment of Hannah More’s Slavery: A Poem and Ann Yearsley’s The 
Inhumanity of the Slave Trade focuses on the implications of sympathetic appeal in antislavery 
poetry and its attempts to “extend collective identification.”16 He also outlines the temporal 
elements of antislavery poems that begin with the present wrong of slavery and end with a 
hopeful future of abolition.17 While he confines his analysis to British poems in the late 1780s, 
his descriptions of the performative nature and the formulaic framework of antislavery poetry 
apply to other moments in abolitionist poetry. His approach to ways in which this type of poetry 
aimed to create a sense of distanced identification with the enslaved and to “instigate political-
juridical change” has informed my approach. 
Antislavery organizations often commissioned poets in order to broaden public 
awareness, such as Hannah More’s poem, Slavery.18 Regardless of specific commissioning, 
antislavery poets published these poems in support of the cause of abolition and have an inherent 
political purpose. The particular antislavery organizations that I have selected are the 
Pennsylvania Abolition Society (the first antislavery organization and organized amidst the 
discourse of the Revolution) and the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society (Sarah Forten 
                                                 
15
  Brycchan Carey, “The Poetics of Radical Abolitionism: Ann Yearsley’s Poem on the Inhumanity of the 
Slave Trade,” Tulsa Studies in Women’s Literature, 34 no. 1 (Spring 2015): 90. 
16
  Thomas Menely, “Acts of Sympathy: Abolitionist Poetry and Transatlantic Identification,” in Affect and 
Abolition in the Anglo-Atlantic, 1770-1830, ed. Stephen Ahern (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2013), 46. 
17
  Menely, “Acts of Sympathy,” 60. 
18
  Moira Ferguson, “British Women Writers and an Emerging Abolitionist Discourse,” The Eighteenth 
Century 33, no. 1 (Spring 1992): 3-5. 
8 
was a founding member of this society), which was a female branch of the American Anti-
Slavery Society (AASS). 19 The AASS expressed intention to “awaken public sentiment” through 
“appeals to consciences,” as proposed in their founding constitution.20 These societies have a 
rich base of literature and source material that facilitate analysis. I have chosen these societies in 
order to draw connections between the language of antislavery poetry and other forms of 
antislavery literature and strategy. While narrowing the scope to specific poets and societies 
obviously excludes others from my research, the smaller platform creates a space in which to 
discuss the sources with greater attention and detail.  
The shared language of abolition extended beyond poems and publications from 
abolitionist societies into a broad literature that extended into legislation and freedom suits. 
Freedom suits provided transatlantic antislavery campaigns with an identifiable victory of 
individual emancipation thus incorporating freedom suits into the language and literature.21 As I 
seek to illustrate the connection between antislavery poetry and the law, I have also included 
analysis of emancipation legislation, legal texts on slavery and natural law, as well as the 
freedom suits Somerset v. Stewart and Commonwealth v. Aves. Jeannine DeLombard presented 
an important framework of legal culture through which to understand abolitionist literature in 
antebellum America. Adopting a cultural legal studies approach, she outlined in Slavery on 
Trial: Law, Abolitionism, and Print Culture how the “trial trope” and a culture of “legal 
spectatorship” of Jacksonian America (which can similarly be applied to the context for 
                                                 
19
  Emily Hatcher, “The Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society and the Civil War,” The Pennsylvania 
Magazine of History and Biography 135, no. 4 (October 2011): 528-530. 
20
  The American Anti-Slavery Society, The Constitution of the American Anti-Slavery Society: With the 
Declaration of the National Anti-Slavery Convention at Philadelphia, December, 1833 (New York: Published by the 
American Anti-Slavery Society, 1838), 2.  
21
   Edlie L. Wong, “‘Freedom with a Vengeance’: Choosing Kin in Antislavery Literature and Law,” 
American Literature 81, no. 1 (March 1, 2009): 8. 
9 
Wheatley, More, and Yearsley) greatly influenced abolitionist literature.22 A key element to her 
argument is how abolitionists in the late 1830s began to expressly decry slavery as a “crime,” 
thereby shifting the language from a more theoretical argument (in reference to natural law and 
morality) to a criminal argument.23 DeLombard also analyzes the shift in slave narratives to 
include the rhetoric of the “adversarial criminal trial” to imagine the enslaved narrator as the 
witness to the crimes of the “defendant” or master.24 Although the literature that she analyzes is 
outside the temporal scope of this thesis, her approach to the intersection of law and literature 
has influenced the analytical framework in order to highlight the legal references in antislavery 
poetry.  
Andrea McArdle’s approach also draws upon the legal culture in antebellum America in 
describing antebellum black literature in Boston. She similarly links literature and the law 
through the use of lawyerly rhetoric that advanced “political and civil rights” through petitions, 
sermons, former slave narratives, and other published works.25 The interaction between law and 
literature upholds the validity of the methodological framework exploring the links between 
antislavery poetry, legislation, and freedom suits. Reading legislation of emancipation recalls 
much of the rhetoric abolitionists employed both in poetry and society constitutions. For 
instance, the preamble 1780 Pennsylvania Gradual Emancipation Act draws heavily upon 
revolutionary rhetoric to question the contradiction of fighting for political freedom while 
continuing to enslave individuals based upon race. 26 
                                                 
22
  Jeannine Marie DeLombard, Slavery on Trial: Law, Abolitionism, and Print Culture, (Chapel Hill: The 
University of North Carolina Press, 2007), 16 and 19. 
23
  DeLombard, Slavery on Trial, 12-15. 
24
  DeLombard, Slavery on Trial, 1-2 
25
  Andrea McArdle, “The Confluence of Law and Antebellum Black Literature: Lawyerly Discourse as a 
Rhetoric of Empowerment,” Law and Literature 17, no. 2 (July 1, 2005): 183. 
26
   Pennsylvania, “Section 1”, An Act for the Gradual Emancipation of Slavery (March 1, 1780). 
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/pennst01.asp Accessed July 3, 2015. 
10 
Utilizing an Atlantic history approach creates a space for this thesis to portray a 
transatlantic interaction of abolitionism through poetic verse, organization, and the law. Jack 
Greene and Philip Morgan explain Atlantic history as “an analytic construct and an explicit 
category of historical analysis.”27 This particular construction of analysis aids in noting the 
exchange and connections that I propose existed between the British and American antislavery 
movements. One of the objections that Greene and Morgan point out in regards to transatlantic 
approaches is the emphasis on “connections tied to the Atlantic” without acknowledging the 
immediate place area of an event or experience.28 I avoid this objection by analyzing each poet 
within her social and geographical location to better compare the diversity of experience in 
relation to class, race, and place. For instance, Sarah Forten’s experience as a free African-
American woman in the deeply prejudiced city of Philadelphia informs the language of her 
poetry in such a unique way that cannot be applied to the experiences of Yearsley and More 
(who were white women in Britain) nor to Phillis Wheatley (an enslaved woman in revolutionary 
Boston).29  The diversity in this group represents the broader diversity of abolitionists within a 
transatlantic scope. Overall, there is a profound interconnectedness in the transatlantic 
antislavery movements that reveals diversity of participants. The interconnections of Atlantic 
history also appear in the interactions between society and the production of antislavery 
language. Allison Games questioned the link between Atlantic history and interdisciplinary 
methods (particularly literary scholarship) in a 2008 article in Early American Literature. She 
raised concerns that literary approaches limit historical analysis (particularly to literate portions 
                                                 
27
  Philip D. Morgan and Jack P. Greene, editors, Atlantic History: A Critical Appraisal (New York: Oxford 
University Press: 2009), 3.  
28
  Morgan and Greene, Atlantic History, 6  
29
  Gary B. Nash, Forging Freedom: The Formation of Philadelphia’s Black Community, 1720-1840 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), 223. 
11 
of the population). 30 Although I incorporate a literary analysis in order to see the common 
themes in the poems, I have placed these poems within a historical context. The focus of my 
analysis is the shared language of antislavery literature and then how it reflects the cultural 
connections and productions in Atlantic history.31 
1.3 Organization 
The chapters for this thesis will reflect the connections through language across the 
geographical and chronological scope of my research. The first chapter will consist of two 
sections in order to compare Hannah More’s poem, Slavery, A Poem, and Ann Yearsley’s poem, 
A Poem on the Inhumanity of the Slave Trade, as well as to discuss their difference in class 
through their patronage relationship. I present the interaction between the rhetoric of family in 
antislavery poetry with the ideology of family in natural law based upon Mary Wollstonecraft’s 
Vindication in the Rights of Women and the interpretation of Enlightenment thought by John 
Witte Jr.32 The first section will analyze the language and historical context of Slavery, A Poem, 
and will discuss Hannah More and her place within the British conservative antislavery 
movement. The second section will center upon A Poem on the Inhumanity of the Slave Trade 
since it followed More’s poem and provides for a discussion of the broken patronage relationship 
between More and Yearsley. 
Chapter two will shift to Phillis Wheatley and the beginnings of the American antislavery 
movement within the context of revolutionary discourse (Wheatley’s poem, To The Right 
                                                 
30
  Alison Games, “Atlantic History and Interdisciplinary Approaches,” Early American Literature 43, no. 1 
(2008): 189. 
31
  Games, “Atlantic History,” 187. 
32
  John Witte, Jr., “The Nature of Family, the Family of Nature: The Surprising Liberal Defense of the 
Traditional Family in the Enlightenment,”Emory Law Journal 64, no.3 (2015): 596-597. 
12 
Honorable Earl of Dartmouth, was published in 1772). 33  It will combine and analyze the 
language of revolutionary rhetoric and its influence upon antislavery literature and legislation. 
Additionally, Wheatley’s poem provides an appropriate background to move to a discussion of 
the 1780 Pennsylvania Gradual Emancipation Act and the early formation of the Pennsylvania 
Abolition Society, which will be included within the chapter. This chapter will include a brief 
sketch of the legacy of Somerset v. Stewart and the interaction between the themes presented in 
Wheatley’s poem and the legal texts of Granville Sharp and William Blackstone.  
The third chapter will focus upon Sarah Forten’s poetry and the rise of radical 
abolitionism in the 1830s in America. As a member of the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery 
Society, I also discuss the founding and interracial character of this society to show Forten’s role 
in abolition and the interaction between abolition and race. The themes of family and the 
assumed desire of freedom, presented in Forten’s poetry, find a striking convergence in the 
freedom suit, Commonwealth v. Aves (1836) and close the analysis of the chapter. This chapter 
will serve as the closing chapter to the main focus of the paper; however, I will include an 
epilogue that investigates similar uses of language discussed in previous chapters that appear in 
the current abolition movement.  
While the core and major focus of this thesis will concentrate on the late eighteenth to 
mid nineteenth centuries, I also seek to uncover the echoes of antislavery language in modern 
abolitionist literature and legislation. Modern abolitionist poetry, seen in two poems created for 
Love146 (an international antislavery organization formed in 2002 to combat exploitation and 
child trafficking), incorporates the themes outlined in the transatlantic movement of family, 
                                                 
33
  Anne K. Mellor, “The Female Poet and Poetess: Two Traditions of British Women’s Poetry, 1780-1830,” 
Studies in Romanticism (Summer 1997): 266-267 and Carretta, Phillis Wheatley, 132.  
13 
gender, and the assumed expectation of freedom.34 There has been recent scholarship regarding 
the use of slave narratives or survivor stories of human trafficking to understand the modern 
enslaved experience and to promote the cause of abolition. Kelli Lyon Johnson has contributed 
important analyses of the “new slave narrative,” that reference the theme of family from the 
transatlantic abolition movement, as a base from which to discuss the modern abolition 
movement.35 Laura T. Murphy uses slave narratives collected from various NGOs, government 
intiatives, and researchers to illuminate the global and multifaceted range of modern slavery.36 
However, little to no connections have yet been made between abolitionist poetry of the Atlantic 
World and modern abolitionist poetry.  
In contrast to the clear definition of Atlantic, race-based slavery, modern slavery (and its 
many forms) is far more difficult to legally define. All governments condemn the Atlantic 
definition of slavery, yet the various degrees of severity and form in forced, exploited labor 
complicate international (and domestic) legislation.37 Language thus plays a highly significant 
role in the legal attack upon slavery today because it is so difficult to define. Jean Allain provides 
an excellent history of the development of the U.N.’s definition of slavery and human trafficking 
in the 2001 Palermo Protocol, which I have used to describe the language of this international 
agreement. 38 Kevin Bales, Zoe Trodd, and Alex Kent Williamson provide an in-depth analysis 
of modern slavery that interacts with the legacy of the Atlantic system of slavery and abolition.  
                                                 
34
  Love146, “Mission & Vision,” https://love146.org/mission-vision/ Accessed on June 28, 2015. 
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1.4 Terminology 
I must also address a caveat in terminology when referencing women, men, and 
organizations working towards the end of the transatlantic slave trade and slavery itself. As 
David Brion Davis has proposed in The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolutions, there were 
different meanings to the terms “antislavery” and “abolition.”39 Even search results will differ if 
you switch between these terms because of the variegated usage of them in the late eighteenth to 
mid nineteenth centuries. Drawing on Davis’ term use, when appropriate, I will use the term by 
which individuals defined their work or organization. However, I have chosen for clarity’s sake 
to predominantly use “antislavery” in reference to poetry or poets and “abolitionist” in reference 
to individuals and societies, particularly when a source does not designate a specific term. 
Additionally, while many reference the current enslavement crisis as “human trafficking,” I will 
use “slavery” in reference to the whole crisis and experience, yet I will apply the term “human 
trafficking” to circumstances involving the actual trade or trafficking of individuals. In outlining 
these terms, I hope to clarify the remainder of this thesis as well as to purposefully address the 
current crisis as slavery and not an abstract idea of exploitation. This clarification also cements 
the link in legacy and language between these movements.  
1.5 Conclusion 
The cause of freedom persists, and informing perspective on the language and strategies, 
whether in literature or legal process, of abolitionism in the late eighteenth to mid nineteenth 
centuries inspires and enhances modern abolitionism. Analyzing the shared network of language 
through antislavery poetry provides a lens through which to view social, legal, and historical 
interactions between abolitionists in the Atlantic World. The themes of family, assumed 
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expectation and desire of freedom, and legal reference connect the poetry of Hannah More, Ann 
Yearsley, Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah Forten to the broader movement. I selected a line from 
Sarah Forten’s “The Slave Girl’s Address to Her Mother,” which appeared in The Liberator in 
1831, as the title of this thesis because it captures the hope of abolitionism and exemplifies the 
goal of antislavery poetry to bring freedom (the assumed hope of every slave) to the enslaved 
individual and family and to end slavery. 
2 “THEY STILL ARE MEN, AND MEN SHOU’D STILL BE FREE” 
The power of poetry lies in its ability to encapsulate the language and context of the social, 
legal, and economic realms through stirring and bold language that can be memorable, inspiring, 
or haunting. For abolitionists seeking to fight slavery on a variety of fronts, poetry became a 
valuable avenue through which to illuminate the ways in which slavery affected multiple levels 
of society. Both Hannah More and Ann Yearsley incorporated the multifaceted wrongs of 
slavery in their respective antislavery poems, Slavery: A Poem and A Poem on the Inhumanity of 
the Slave Trade. These poems employed a shared antislavery language that incorporated 
conservative ideals of family, gender, and liberty. These ideals served to deepen the emotion in 
language and prove that slavery and the slave trade were unnatural and inhumane.  More and 
Yearsley’s fractured patronage relationship reflects the interactions abolitionists navigated with 
class dynamics. Their popularity (and sometimes unpopularity) within the British literary world 
of the late eighteenth century allows for an analysis of the impact of their works upon the British 
movement to abolish the slave trade. 40  
2.1 “Oppression’s fall’n, and Slavery is no more!”: Hannah More 
She tears the banner stain’d with blood and tears, 
And LIBERTY! Thy shining standard rears! 
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As the bright ensign’s glory she displays, 
See pale OPPRESSION faints beneath the blaze! 
The giant dies! No more his frown appals, 
The chain untouch’d, drops off; the fetter falls. 
Astonish’d echo tells the vocal shore, 
Oppression’s fall’n, and Slavery is no more!41 
 
Slavery: A Poem ends with liberty gloriously triumphing over slavery. The forward-
looking trust in the ultimate abolition of slavery conveys a sense that freedom must be natural 
and universal. To understand such a statement of trust and commitment to the cause, it is worth 
looking briefly into the experience of the poet herself. Hannah More has been treated with a 
variety of opinions from literature scholars and historians, beginning with the first biography of 
her life that William Roberts penned only a year after her death in 1834.42 Roberts revised and 
adapted certain letters, which, according to Anne Stott, began a trend of representation of More 
as strait-laced, which her goddaughter, Marianne Thornton a gross misrepresentation of “that 
playful woman.”43 Additionally, her complicated (and eventually terminated) patronage of Ann 
Yearsley has led many historians to highlight her adherence to middle class values at the expense 
of Yearsley’s rights and, to a broader extent, feminism. While it might be somewhat easy to 
classify More as a stuffy conservative or as haughty in her writing style, such classifications 
negate the reality that individuals embody unique layers of personality and belief that alter 
according to various influences. Much of the scholarship surrounding Hannah More has 
neglected to place her more fully within her historical environment. Much of the historiography 
trends towards a more literary analysis of her work and her social philanthropy towards the 
working class and the poor, yet often pays little attention to her role in the antislavery movement.  
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Certainly her writing career featured conservative ideals that focused on morality and 
upheld standing social class hierarchies, yet her involvement in the British antislavery movement 
reveals her commitment to the British paradigm of freedom to all. Broad histories of abolition 
typically make only one or two references to her contributions, yet her personal connections to 
highly influential leaders in the movement, her commissioned antislavery poem, and her 
immense support of the movement indicates a much more involved position.44 Many have 
discussed how female involvement in British abolitionism was limited and not clearly visible in 
its beginning organization in the late eighteenth century, yet More’s public and influential 
position indicates that antislavery leaders were not dismissive of women’s participation (at least 
in methods such as poetry and garnering support). In a letter to Mrs. Elizabeth Carter in 1787 
amidst the movement to abolish the slave trade, she urged her to “be sure to canvass everybody 
who has a heart” to promote the cause. She also described to Mrs. Carter that the abolition of the 
slave trade was “the great object I have so much in heart [and that] it is the most interesting 
subject which was ever discussed in the annals of humanity.” 45 Such impassioned descriptions of 
the cause undoubtedly point to commitment to and involvement in the movement.  
She was a highly successful member of the bluestocking circle and her relationship with 
London actor David Garrick introduced her to highly influential men like Edmund Burke, 
Samuel Johnson, and William Wilberforce.46 The term “bluestocking” refers to a group of 
untitled women writers (also some men) who achieved significant popularity and success. 
Hannah More’s inclusion in this group placed her in contact with important political leaders, yet 
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outside the political sphere as was fitting for such a conservative circle.47 This was the 
paradoxical experience for British women in the middle and upper classes living in the 
nineteenth century. They could achieve connection and influence, but within the boundaries of 
gender and class. More’s political commitments may have been progressive, but her social 
commitments were quite conservative, and she remained committed to “moral duty” within the 
established gender and class distinctions.48 Elizabeth Montagu, Elizabeth Carter, and Frances 
Boscawen were “famous bluestocking hostesses” with whom More exchanged letters throughout 
her literary and later years thus revealing the level of community and ideals that they shared.49 
Harriet Guest, an important literary scholar, argues that the “cultural significance” that British 
literary circles attributed to these women was allowed because of “their reputation for 
conventional feminine skills,” particularly in sentimental literature.50 The feminine skills of 
sensibility and sentimentalism, both of which featured in antislavery poetry, found expression 
within Hannah More’s antislavery poem, marking her place within the traditional literary culture.   
Moral reform was a central focus in her Cheap Repository Tracts of 1795-1798, a 
collection of fictional tracts that were sold at low price to reach a wider audience and so spread 
reform ideals.51 More’s works encouraged Christian, conservative morality and discouraged what 
she deemed destructive social practices (such as drunkenness, bad language, and idleness).52 
These tracts were in reaction to the French Revolution, and More described in these works how 
social, moral reform would prevent the violent riots that were occurring in France from 
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happening in England.53 John Newton wrote to More in 1798 that “religion […] alone can save 
the state,” thereby resigning France to a “reproached and stigmatized” secularism.54 More’s 
literary interactions with international issues like the French Revolution and slavery illustrates 
the ways in which antislavery authors referenced societal concerns from events within their 
writings. The subject matter of her literature reflected the more conservative politics of many 
bluestocking attendees, which reinforced separate sphere ideology.55 However, her participation 
as a writer that crossed into political issues indicates that the gendered lines of conservatism 
could be blurred. More achieved high levels of influence and popularity in an environment that 
restricted the power of the female voice; however, her commitment to traditional reform and 
femininity separated her from radical feminists (like Mary Wollstonecraft). Instead, in the words 
of Anne Stott, she was “the first Victorian,” championing social morality, middle class 
domesticity, and evangelicalism.56  
Patricia Demers described her poems as “influenced by Augustan poetics and ethical 
considerations” that presented a course of morality for the reader complete with “a distinctive 
biblical consciousness.”57 Augustan poetry sought to move the reader to adopt the argument 
through sympathy and heightened emotional language.58 This coerciveness, an essential element 
in steering or altering public sentiment, characterized her poem on the slave trade, Slavery, A 
Poem, and similarly influenced other antislavery poems and literature. In this poem, 
commissioned by the London Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade (SEAST), 
More directed her attack upon the slave trade and the unreasonable and immoral 
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commodification of human beings. 59 Her poem covered many of the topics brought up in the 
slave trade debate and became formulaic for other poems, yet I will focus on the themes of 
family, freedom, and legal reference in the poem.60 
Slavery reached a wide audience, particularly in antislavery circles, and was reprinted 
indicating its popularity and influence.61 The language reaches deep emotional levels and recalls 
More’s evangelical faith with Scripture references and elements of spiritual slavery, thus 
reinforcing More’s evangelical pursuits.62 The opening page draws the reader’s eyes to heaven 
and the source of freedom:  
Thy light, O Liberty! to shine on all;  
Bright intellectual Sun, why does thy ray […] distribute only partial day?63  
 
The imagery of the sun bestowing liberty creates an intriguing metaphor. It makes 
freedom as natural as sunlight, the heavens (representing divine provision) its natural source, and 
the deprivation of it to any person unnatural. The natural want and expectation of freedom 
structured More’s argument to establish the manifest wrong of slavery. 
More illuminated her belief of how contradictory the enslavement of others was to 
reason, order, and law with language rife with indignation. She grounded the right to liberty for 
all upon the foundation of true reason underneath the banner of moral law.64 To deny freedom to 
individuals because of their race is like denying them the light of the sun, leaving “Afric quenc’d 
in total night.”65 More admonished the reader to see slavery unnatural and impressed the 
necessity of seeing slaves as individuals with “heads to think, and hearts to feel, And souls to act, 
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with firm tho’ erring zeal.”66 If Britain was “where the soul of freedom reigns,” how could 
Parliament endorse the antithesis of freedom?67 Therefore, the poem labels slavery as “the 
shame” of Britain for allowing the unnatural, and immoral system of slavery to continue.68 
This language of the unnatural and immoral shame of the slave trade upon Britain 
appeared in a letter that More received from James Stephen (a member of Parliament and an 
influential abolitionist lawyer) in 1807, twenty years after the first publication of Slavery thus 
showing the endurance of this language in antislavery discourse. Following the parliamentary 
abolition of the slave trade in 1807, James Stephen wrote to More in celebration of the event:  
What a promise of happiness does it bear to millions, and hundreds of millions of 
our species! From what a load of odious guilt and shame does it deliver our country! […] 
May God so influence the hearts of our new rulers, that the righteous principle of this 
measure may not be departed from, but followed up with those further efforts for the final 
deliverance of Africa on which the late ministry had resolved.69  
 
In the same way that More described the need to redeem Britain from moral shame, so 
Stephen also celebrated Britain’s deliverance from the slave trade’s “odious guilt.” Even though 
these cases are between two personally connected individuals, it is certainly possible to use them 
as examples of commonality in language. The popularity of Slavery amongst influential 
antislavery leaders, such as John Newton who applauded both More’s poetic verse and her 
commitment to writing for the cause with a “consecrated pen,” substantiates the claim that it 
contributed significantly to the abolitionist lexicon.70 Additionally, the great similarities between 
Stephen’s letter and a number of others allow for the supposition that commonly used antislavery 
language existed and framed the public and private writings of abolitionists.  
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In addition, the gendering of liberty as feminine does not necessarily implicate a stance 
on women’s rights, but calls forth the place of a woman in representing it as a virtue of society. 
Kerri Andrews, a leading literary scholar of More and Yearsley, explains how feminine 
sensibility allowed women to be advocates of social reform (in this case abolitionism and 
freedom) and “guardians of morality.”71 Although this reinforced gender rules and assumptions 
of women’s role in society, the capacity for women to represent liberty through sentimental 
literature with the authority that “Liberty” holds in the poem.72 Not only did More feminize 
Liberty, she similarly presented “Muse” (or reason) and “Nature” in the feminine as an “outrag’d 
Goddess” who looks upon “MAN the traffic, SOULS the merchandize” in horror.73 Rather than 
being actively involved in the situation, More granted these feminine personifications only the 
ability to be overcome with emotion and sympathetic identification with those trafficked into 
slavery. In maintaining such a conservative perspective of gender in this poem, Hannah More 
complicated the posturing of women’s role in antislavery to uphold the established separate-
sphere structuring of gender.74 However, her own clear voice in the movement suggests how the 
British antislavery movement, led by many conservatives, negotiated the need for women’s 
support while maintaining hesitance to challenge traditional gender stereotypes. 
The theme of the slave family appears throughout the poem in order to strike a resonating 
emotional chord in a conservative society that highly esteemed the family as the source of 
affection and education in society. The ideal of the family remained an essential part of society, 
even for liberal thinkers in the Enlightenment, according to John Witte, Jr. Mary Wollstonecraft 
(whose support of the French Revolution was radically different from Hannah More), in 
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Vindication of the Rights of Woman, argued that the family was not something to be dismissed 
but reformed by placing men and women on equal educational standing.75 The female character 
is described as the “agonizing wife” who is also a mother who must pass on the “sole sad 
heritage” of enslavement to her child.76 More lamented the wrenching apart of families and 
kinship ties in telling the reader to “see the dire victim torn from social life.” In ensuring that this 
character was a “wife,” More carefully upheld ideals of domesticity to compound the 
wrongfulness or criminality of slavery as it would rend asunder that which held “social life” 
together: family. 77  Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace outlines the influence of John Locke in placing 
the essential beginning and reinforcement of educational and political direction from the father 
and mother.78  
The family additionally represented the biblical structure of the church as the children of 
God; a metaphor that More utilized in her later work, Strictures on a Modern System of Female 
Education.79 More’s committed evangelical faith would have made her familiar with these 
symbols and representations that established conservative societal ideals of the family. Breaking 
apart a family (what God had brought together) would then break down the foundations of 
society thereby compounding the wrong of slavery and slave trafficking.80 The next stanza in 
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Slavery turns the attention back to the slave trader, who, even with a “ruthless hand,” still loves 
his children and “native land.”  
Ev’n you of ruffian heart, and ruthless hand,  
Love your own offspring, love your native land. 
Ah! leave them holy Freedom’s cheering smile, 
The heav’n-taught fondness for the parent soil […] 
In every nature, every clime the same […] 
In all the love of HOME and FREEDOM reign.81 
 
Echoing natural law theory of family, particularly Lockean views of the marital contract, More 
granted the “HOME and FREEDOM” the same importance and that marriage (and liberty) was a 
natural right.82 The order of the stanzas fit the family within the love of the homeland and the 
love of freedom as these followed her descriptions of the “agonizing wife” separated from her 
husband and the security of home. These natural rights transcended national boundaries as they 
were “in every nature, every clime the same.”83   
Although she attributed natural rights (such as marriage and freedom) to all people, she 
did include racial distinctions between the British reader and the enslaved, African character. She 
differentiated Africans as “savage, ignorant, and blind,” thereby ensuring that identification with 
their suffering and plight would remain at a distance and with an awareness of the greater 
advantages awarded to British men and women in living in an environment steeped in moral 
Christianity and legal freedom. More countered the distinction in saying: “They still are men, 
and men shou’d still be free.” 84 She alluded to a unity of humankind in sharing personhood and 
the right to freedom yet distances herself, the narrator, and the British reader from the enslaved. 
She wrote with horror that slaves only “stand convicted – of a darker skin!”85 In this way she 
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applied a legal reference to highlight the absurdity of indicting someone simply because of her or 
his skin color. In the same way that the slave trader separating African families transgressed 
natural law, denying the inherent freedom of another was cause for trial.  
The case of Somerset v. Stewart (1772) secured international attention and validated a 
strategy for emancipation (at least individual emancipation) through the courts.86 Newspapers 
across the Atlantic circulated the decision widely (although not always accurately – a newspaper 
in Boston claimed Mansfield’s decision had emancipated all slaves in England), thus adding to 
its fame and ensuring abolitionists’ continued use of the courts for freedom’s cause.87 Lord 
Mansfield, in his opinion, applied a natural law argument to his reasoning for setting James 
Somerset free stating that: “The state of slavery is of such a nature, that it is incapable of being 
introduced on any reasons, moral or political; but only positive law” could allow for it, which 
was not a part of British common law.88 While this case focused on an instance of unlawful 
enslavement (more closely, an unlawful removal from England), Mansfield’s use of natural law 
suggested that personal liberty was a valued, inherent right and an infringement upon that right 
without cause (such as mere racial difference) was worthy of indictment and conviction. More’s 
representations offer a perspective of abolitionism that struggled with ideas of conservatism, 
difference, and freedom.  
The struggle to achieve these goals required dutiful and reasonable action, such as British 
petition drives on behalf of the abolition of the slave trade.89 Abolitionists utilized poetry and 
other literary forms to promote the abolitionist cause such as Mary Birkett’s A Poem on the 
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African Slave Trade (published in 1792) in addition to More’s Slavery to boost support for these 
petition drives.90 More’s poem (which focused upon the slave trade) preceded campaigns for 
immediate emancipation in the 1820s, yet the forward-looking close of the poem in a sense 
embodied a shift towards full emancipation. While More may not have pictured immediate 
emancipation, she certainly expressed hope for a final victory of universal emancipation. She 
infused a stirring and rich affect into the conclusion of “Slavery” with hope in reason to bring 
about the termination of slavery:  
She tears the banner stain’d with blood and tears, 
And LIBERTY! Thy shining standard rears! 
As the bright ensign’s glory she displays, 
See pale OPPRESSION faints beneath the blaze!  
The giant dies! No more his frown appals,  
The chain untouch’d, drops off; the fetter falls.  
Astonish’d echo tells the vocal shore, 
Oppression’s fall’n, and Slavery is no more!91   
 
More attached such powerful language to this final triumph over the giant of slavery, the 
hallmark of oppression.  
As the narrator, More directed the reader’s gaze, in authentic hope, to the day when 
slavery would be defeated and freedom would no longer partially enjoyed but globally realized. 
Antislavery poems, as seen with Slavery, ended with deep emotional hope that abolition was the 
natural direction and inevitable outcome.92 The “astonish’d echo” carrying the voice of freedom 
across the shore presupposes the complete abolition of slavery and the slave trade not just in the 
British empire, but throughout the transatlantic world. The fascinating setting in which this poem 
entered antislavery literature reveals the echoes of ideology, belief, and reform reverberating 
across physical and cultural boundaries.  
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The commodification of enslaved individuals structured the dominant attack from both 
Hannah More and Ann Yearsley. The reduction of an individual’s personhood to a price or a 
commodity to be sold outside his or her will conflicted deeply with understandings of freedom 
that valued personhood regardless of skin color as More described.93 More blamed “wealth 
insatiate” and the “sordid lust of gold” as the controlling factors in slave trading.94 Similarly, 
Yearsley attacked the “Christian” who eyes fill with “horrid joy […] while he grasps the wish’d-
for gold, purchase of human blood!”95 Both poets attributed the cause and problem of the slave 
trade to inhumane and unfeeling economic purpose. According to David Eltis, the 1780s was the 
“peak export decade” of West African slaves to the Americas, thus an emphasis on the pursuit of 
fortune through the slave trade certainly makes sense as there would have been visible evidence 
to this for British readers.96 Yet the attacks from More and Yearsley focus upon avarice that 
blinds the individual to the depravity of human commodification. There is the potential of 
anachronism if one reads these poems as early forms of anti-capitalism, so it is important to note 
that these poems do not abhor the economic system itself but rather the reduction of personhood 
to a mere price. Instead of attacking ideals of the free market, unchecked greed constituted the 
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locus of shame in “a ruthlessly efficient commodity system.”97 Rather than the evils of 
capitalism determining the expansion and continuation of the slave trade, the language of 
antislavery poems carried an indictment of individuals who engaged in the trade of human 
beings. The legal tension between person and property was intricately entwined with the 
economic realities of the slave system, as it was necessary for the law to allow commodification 
to occur. The relationship between economics, law, and identity constituted significant elements 
in antislavery literature, as evidenced in antislavery poetry.  
More’s conservative philosophy allowed for a political voice for the abolition movement 
without dislodging social conceptions of gender and class. The Abolition Committee 
commissioned More (as an influential yet conservative choice) to write the poem to direct the 
“collective sentiment.”98 Her status in the upper middle class in Britain certainly influenced her 
conservative, moralistic writing as well as directing her antislavery poetry. The separation 
between the reader and the slave of the poem allowed the poet to distance herself from the reader 
so that she could point out the reader’s flawed understanding of freedom.99 In so doing, the poet 
would have an air of superiority over the reader, reflecting the hierarchy of social classes. In 
addition, her religious faith provides explanation into the way in which conservative, evangelical 
women entered the political conversation for reform and abolition.100 Her stirring language found 
greater weight in laying charges against slave traders in Britain who reside in a nation that 
esteems and advances freedom. More emphasized contradiction of slavery within the realm of 
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free Britain to push the reader (particularly the Members of Parliament) to forgo immoral and 
unreasonable pursuits of economic gain in exchange for a higher valuing of British liberty.  
2.2 “Why gaze as thou wouldst fright me from my challenge”: Ann Yearsley 
Around thy little ones, and loudly plead 
Thou canst not sell thy children.—Yet, beware 
Lest Luco's groan be heard; should that prevail, 
Justice will scorn thee in her turn101  
Ann Yearsley employed the themes of family, law, and gender that More utilized, yet in 
her own way. While these two women shared similar antislavery language, their personal 
relationship, through More’s patronage of Yearsley, was later severed. Hannah More’s 
prominent and established place as a woman writer in the British literary and antislavery worlds, 
as well as her middle class position, positioned her to act as a patron, which she extended to a 
milkwoman with natural talent, Ann Yearsley, in 1784.102 Eve Tavor Bannet argues that this kind 
of patronage differed from the more political aims of aristocratic women who supported specific 
candidates for political office, yet it still represented a form of philanthropy focused upon social 
reform.103 More’s patronage of Yearsley provided material support for Yearsley’s family and 
domestic life through her poetic talents. Thereby centralizing the maintenance of traditional 
family structure even in introducing Yearsley to a public literary world.104 However, More’s 
charitable work crossed into the domestic scene of the Yearsley family that would spark a wave 
of bitterness and harshness on both sides.  
More discovered Yearsley, who was working as a milkwoman, through her cook who 
told her of Yearsley’s natural talent for poetry and her struggle to provide for her family in 
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1784.105 She became Yearsley’s patron and succeeded in securing the publication of her first 
volume, Poems on Several Occasions. 106  More edited the volume and garnered subscriptions 
from illustrious members of Britain’s literary circles.107 She promoted her to many of her 
influential friends, including fellow bluestocking writer, Elizabeth Montagu. Upon hearing of 
Yearsley’s talent, Montagu described her as “one of nature’s miracles,” and later she offered her 
help in “promoting her prosperity.”108 She compared Yearsley to the “eloquence and poetry” of 
Job and the Psalmists and attributed the similarities to her lack of schooling – as if she wrote 
from poetry’s state of nature.109 The success of Yearsley’s first volume proved her talents and 
rewarded her financially, except not in the way that she imagined.  
Tensions mounted in their relationship when Hannah More, with the help of Elizabeth 
Montagu, set up a trust for the proceeds from Yearsley’s poems rather than allowing Yearsley 
direct control.110  The reasoning offered by More for her actions was that the trust would be safe 
for the children, thus emphasizing Yearsley’s place as a mother rather than as an earning poet. 111 
The struggle over the trust dominated the fight between the two. In a letter to Eva Maria Garrick 
(the wife of David Garrick who was More’s patron in her early career), More described the legal 
battle for the right to the money as a “vexatious affair,” and expressed deep longing for the day 
when she be taken “out of this bondage [and regain her] liberty.”112 The control over this trust in 
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a sense encapsulated the complexity conservative female abolitionists encountered in trying to 
maintain British class structure yet still assuring a place for their voices to be heard.113 The rift 
between did not remain a private affair, but circulated in literary reviews and letters. An article, 
which described Yearsley as the appellant and More as the respondent as in a lawsuit, stated on 
Yearsley’s behalf that “surely a mother had reason to expect that some power would have been 
granted her.” 114 The trust (which saved the money for the children) infringed upon the Yearsleys 
natural right and duty as parents to care for their children, which echoes John Locke’s 
understanding of the family.115 For Yearsley, the struggle for control of her own earnings 
(particularly with regard to caring for her children) represented the added complication of being 
from a lower class that More did not face. The formation and fracture of their relationship 
underscores the difficult layers that abolitionists, particularly women abolitionists, navigated and 
how even in difference they remained interconnected.  
In Yearsley’s second volume to Poems on Various Subjects, published in 1787, Yearsley 
brought to light the various, unjust charges laid against her thereby placing More in a n 
unflattering, and unfeminine, light.116 Yearsley had previously celebrated Hannah More as 
“Stella” in her first volume, yet in the next (following the break in their patronage) she publicly 
reduces “elevated Stella […] to low scurrility.”117 She also charged More with “boasting” about 
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her charity and disavowing Yearsley’s career as a writer.118 The disintegration of their 
relationship grabbed public attention but did not prevent Yearsley’s noteworthy poems from 
enriching the body of antislavery literature.119 Class difference permeated the landscape of social 
protest in Britain as seen in the patronage relationship between More and Yearsley. Their 
relationship represented the delicate class dynamic of late eighteenth century Britain revealing 
the differences and barriers British abolitionists had to navigate in order to ground their rhetoric 
and strategy upon a common path towards abolition.  
Kerri Andrews presents an important analysis of Yearsley’s attempts to recover her 
literary reputation following this affair. Both women’s reputations sustained injuries as a result, 
with Yearsley’s second volume missing nearly half of the subscribers to her first volume.120 In 
concert with the publication of her second volume, Yearsley also published poems in London 
newspapers. Andrews argues that this move not only broadened her readership but also 
intentionally created a bridge for her to operate in multiple literary worlds.121 As a working-class 
woman, navigating the literary world of the upper classes required her to maintain hierarchical 
norms such as patronage (which she sought from the Earl of Bristol in 1787), yet publishing her 
poems in newspapers (which were associated with low literature) allowed a subtle form of 
resistance and self-assertion for Yearsley.122 Publishing her poems in a more readily accessible 
format with a more inclusive readership exemplifies strength in a social context still constraining 
the female voice. One of the poems, “Stanzas Written by Mrs. Yearsley on Her Leaving 
London,” however, reveals both an intimate portrayal of Yearsley’s experience but also the 
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delicate negotiation she needed to make as a professional writer in a context that accepted 
domesticity as the higher calling for a woman.123 She recognized the fragility of her profession in 
regards to her gender and to her class. Both constrained and problematized her pursuit of a 
career, especially after the publicized break with an established and supported female writer.  
Shortly following Slavery: A Poem, Yearsley also produced an antislavery attack on the 
slave trade, A Poem on the Inhumanity of the Slave-Trade.124 Unlike Hannah More, Yearsley was 
not commissioned to write this poem.125 Some have inferred that perhaps she did so not only for 
moral purposes but also as a literary challenge to her former patron.126 Yearsley’s place in the 
lower class status, and limited material resources, restricted her advancement as a writer, and her 
poem against the slave trade required the patronage of Frederick Augustus Hervey, the Earl of 
Bristol.127 Vron Ware, in her work on transatlantic women activism,  refers to the problem of 
class and race difference between women involved in the antislavery movement as it prompted a 
need to define whether a common womanhood existed in the conservative environment of the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.128 As a female poet of the lower class, Yearsley 
had to seek a patron for financial and upper class support of her volumes.129 Having been denied 
control of the profits from her poetic labors (faintly echoing the far more dire situation of slaves), 
her break with More was a notable moment in which Yearsley sought independence from More’s 
upper class, maternal direction and control. However, she still had to operate within the social 
hierarchy of late eighteenth century England (exemplified in the Earl of Bristol’s patronage) that 
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dictated her literary efforts.130 Noting the practice of patronage and the complication of class 
structure for the antislavery movement is important for viewing the transatlantic world as not 
entirely comprised of connection but also its disjuncture within society. In spite of this problem 
of class difference, Yearsley’s antislavery poem significantly contributes to the body of literature 
to which others of different class and gender similarly added.  
A Poem on the Inhumanity of the Slave Trade begins with an impassioned condemnation 
of the city of Bristol for its role in perpetuating the commodification and trading of human 
beings.131 The port city dominated England’s slaving in the 1720s and continued the process in 
the late eighteenth century, and thus identifying it with the slave trade.132 Since Yearsley’s patron 
was the Earl of Bristol, she wrote a prefatory letter to him in order to separate the charges against 
the city from her patron. She acknowledged that he similarly upholds freedom and justice, 
thereby making her poem not one that will afflict his reputation but will support ideas of liberty. 
Yearsley also recognized that sympathy and feeling could lead to “anguish [which] powerless 
compassion ever gives,” and required legal action (in this case through parliamentary law) to 
alter the trajectory of injustice.133 
She followed the pattern that More presents in Slavery in calling the reader to 
acknowledge the intended state of freedom (how the law should be) for all within nature by 
looking to the day when “Nature moves obedient to her voice” with the secured liberty of the 
enslaved.134 In the same way that More personified liberty in the traditional feminine, Yearsley 
also utilized the conventional rhetoric of feminine sensibility to Nature.  She applied deeply 
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personal and spiritual language by calling woe upon herself as the narrator if she should “scorn 
this gloomy wretch, and turn [her] tearful eye to more enlighten’d beings,” thus seeking to move 
the reader to conviction for neglecting a moral (and spiritual) responsibility to help the suffering 
slave.135 
In addition to stirring the reader to sympathy, Yearsley questioned the morality and 
efficacy of the law because it allowed such an inhumane trade to continue. She metaphorically 
placed custom and law on the stand asking “Custom, Law, ye blessings, and ye curses of 
mankind, what evils do ye cause?”136 She also questioned whether or not this trade in human life 
could possibly be “English law” and why this law “bid Justice an eternal distance keep from 
England’s Great Tribunal.”137 Why would “Justice” be kept from the law of England and the 
English courts? Yearsley deftly presented the veneration of law in contrast with a reality that 
lacks the essential determination of law: Justice. In the same way that More utilized legal 
reference to heighten the injustice and immorality of the slave trade, Yearsley adopted a similar 
framework and continues the theme of challenging custom thus creating a bridge between 
antislavery literature and the law.  
Extending this connection to law and custom, Yearsley delved into another crime of 
slavery: the denial of a person’s inherent rights of “Nature.” She firmly stood her ground in what 
reads like a courtroom drama as she defends her attack on slavery: 
Why gaze as thou wouldst fright me from my challenge  
With look of anguish? Is it Nature strains 
Thine heart-strings at the image? Yes, my charge 
Is full against her, and she rends thy soul […] 
Fearing her rights are violated138  
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 “Nature,” represented in the feminine, senses that “her rights,” given to Luco (the 
character Yearsley created for the poem), and the slaves he represented, have been violated, 
which included the selling of children and breaking apart families. She charged the slave trader 
with acting illegally and asks “where are thy statutes? Whose the iron pen that gave thee 
precedent?”139 As if the slave trader was on the stand, Yearsley fiercely challenged the slave 
trade’s corruption of justice and its operators for acting outside the law.   
Yearsley continued the call to conviction and to act upon Christian duty by summoning 
the support of the “few who feel a more than cold, material essence” to aid the fight against 
slavery.140 She laid a “curse on him who from a bending parent steals his dear support of age, his 
darling child; perhaps a son, or a more tender daughter.”141 She criminalized the separation of a 
family as stealing thereby adding to the natural rights argument. Jeanine DeLombard, in her 
work on abolitionist print culture in antebellum America, argues how “man stealing” was a part 
of “early Puritan legal reforms” of English criminal law. Yearsley similarly equated slave trading 
with stealing (or man stealing).142 The attention to family aligned Yearsley with the devotion of 
Luco to his family. Perhaps her own struggle with More for the right to control her children’s 
trust added a depth of experience to her defense of the family. In the poem, she primarily focused 
upon the Bristol seller in connection with the symbol of Luco and his family even calling the 
seller to consider placing his own daughter or wife upon the auction block.143 She forced the 
seller to a point of identification with the slave in such a way that employs paradox as a powerful 
language tool. When faced with the horrific prospect of having to sell one’s own children, 
Yearsley reasoned that no one could still maintain support of the transatlantic slave trade.  
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In a particularly poignant accusatory questioning of the slave trader, Yearsley beseeches 
those who would sell another person to present their case before Justice and to endure “Luco’s 
groan”:   
 Speak, Astound the voice of Justice! Bid thy tears 
 Melt the unpitying pow’r, while thus she claims the pledges of thy love […] 
Yet beware, Lest Luco’s groan be heard […] Justice will scorn thee in her turn.144 
 
The presentation of Nature and Justice recall the conservative understanding of feminine 
sensibility thus indicating the influence of the British social context upon Yearsley’s poetry as 
well as her connection to More’s poetic style through such a socially-influenced literary 
convention. Her words ring as a warning to those who would continue in capturing and enslaving 
people against “Justice.” Underneath these warnings was an understanding that freedom is what 
“Justice” upholds, and the removal of it leads her to “scorn” the one responsible. The assumption 
beneath Yearsley’s verse is that freedom is a natural, just right and that “Luco’s groans” come 
from the violent ripping away of that freedom. Abolitionists assumed and staunchly defended the 
idea that all enslaved individuals ultimately desire freedom and frequently made use of this 
theme in antislavery literature. 
Returning to her use of gender, but she also distinguished between “a son, or a more 
tender daughter,” thereby reinforcing societal understanding of feminine sensibility and 
distinctive gentleness. She also placed a conventional femininity upon Nature and Justice, yet 
represented Luco, the slave figure in the poem, as a man. She used Luco to paint a portrait of a 
family torn apart, thus centering the family as the locus of sympathy and identification for the 
reader. Unlike More’s passing mention of the “agonizing wife,” Yearsley narrated an intricate 
story of Luco and his “maid” Incilanda.145 She detailed his capture, enslavement, the despair of 
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Incilanda, his tortured suffering, and his ultimate begging for death. Such a tragedy hardly leaves 
room for a closing promise of hope that slavery would be abolished, yet Yearsley followed the 
formula of antislavery poetry with trust that such will be the case. Even in Luco’s death, there is 
a sense of coming freedom when he thinks of Incilanda and when they will “both escape 
together” in death.146  
The prevalence of death in Atlantic slavery and the transatlantic slave trade prominently 
featured in antislavery argument and literature, and also prompted parliamentary committees to 
review conditions of the slave trade.147 Vincent Brown outlined how the high mortality rates in 
Jamaica influenced debate (as well as social interactions in Jamaica) creating what he termed 
“mortuary politics.”148 Yearsley ended Luco’s narrative with death in order to compound the 
inhumanity and utter devaluation of life inherent to slavery. Yet the maintenance of Luco’s 
family in spirit, and even after death, highlights the importance of the family in antislavery 
literature and anticipates a coming freedom. In her closing, she assumed that the British trader 
will be so moved to compassion (most likely through reading her poem) that “the fetters of his 
mind” would be broken.149 Thus not only does she have confidence in freedom for the enslaved 
but also for those whose minds have been so fettered by unjust economic impulse. Not only 
would the individual trader be set free, but also the city of Bristol itself would gain a new 
identity distinct from the shame of the slave trade:  
And when thou hast to high perfection wrought,  
This mighty work, say, ‘such is Bristol’s soul.’150 
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With the removal of the slave trade, Bristol’s soul would be redeemed and restored to a 
“mighty work” instead of its inhumane work in trafficking human beings. Yearsley closes her 
poem with an acknowledgement of the tragedy of enslavement (as seen in Luco’s death), but 
directs the reader’s gaze to a coming future when slavery will end and freedom will be the true 
identity of England. 
2.3 Conclusion 
The balance and negotiation of the issues of gender and class complicated and dictated 
the nature of the transatlantic abolition movement. Despite their broken relationship, Hannah 
More and Ann Yearsley similarly adapted, challenged, and submitted to the various dynamics of 
British social structure. Their poems structured frameworks for later antislavery authors and 
exemplified a shared language of abolition both in reference to one another and to the 
multifaceted arguments of abolitionism. The legal references in both poems indicate that this 
common language drew upon the language of the law to highlight the incompatibility between 
slavery and justice. Although these poems contain racial and gender difference that blunts the 
edge of freedom, they still provide important insight into antislavery argument and language that 
reveals a complex interaction between abolitionists and their social realities.  
3 “NO LONGER SHALL THOU DREAD THE IRON CHAIN” 
Phillis Wheatley, like Hannah More and Ann Yearsley, faced the challenge of writing 
despite restrictive gender roles as a female poet. However, as an African-born slave living and 
writing in revolutionary Boston her experience differed from her white, British counterparts as 
she negotiated social understandings of race. American women abolitionists encountered the 
difficult determination of race in relating to one another and its wider impact upon the 
antislavery movement. She reached a wide and transatlantic audience challenging the deep-
40 
seated racist ideologies surrounding enslaved African people. Her poems convey the paradox of 
her position in expressing the natural inclination towards freedom, yet also praising and showing 
deference to her mistress, Susannah Wheatley.151 This shifting language in her poetry resembled 
the struggle for abolitionists to control the discourse of liberty in revolutionary America and in 
Britain. As patriot authors and leaders compared the relationship between the American colonies 
and Britain to slavery, British antislavery leaders sought to use the law of England (with its 
supposed ideals of freedom) to solidify that slavery had no place in the mother country.  
While the previous chapter outlined the key, formulaic themes in More and Yearsley’s 
antislavery poems, Slavery and The Inhumanity of the Slave Trade, this chapter looks backwards 
to analyze the rising network of language in transatlantic antislavery movements with Phillis 
Wheatley’s poem, “To the Right Honourable William, Earl of Dartmouth” as the base. Wheatley 
wrote with a crafted, political subtlety regarding slavery that is better seen in light of More and 
Yearsley’s later arguments (but within the same generation). This chapter begins with a 
discussion of Phillis Wheatley’s poem, “To the Right Honorable Earl of Dartmouth,” to show the 
shared, transatlantic language of freedom in the revolutionary period. The second section focuses 
on the legacy and language of Somerset v. Stewart as well as its intersections with antislavery 
rhetoric in mid to late eighteenth century Britain and America. The third section returns to the 
American side of the Atlantic to show how the revolutionary discourse of freedom impacted the 
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language of the Pennsylvania Gradual Emancipation Act and the organization of the first 
antislavery society in the world. Antislavery poetry, exemplified in Wheatley’s work, thus 
interlocked with a transatlantic struggle over the discourse of freedom. 
3.1 “Wonder from whence my love of Freedom sprung” 
Phillis Wheatley traveled around Britain, largely through the influence of Selina, 
Countess of Huntingdon, and Lord Dartmouth, increased her popularity amongst British 
intellectual circles and secured the publication of her volume of poetry (Poems on Various 
Subjects).152 Wheatley earned great influence and acclaim in an international community, 
reaching beyond the limitations of her status as a slave. Her work greatly benefited the 
antislavery movement by exhibiting rich humanity and intelligence to a society that held 
perspective of inferiority of slaves.153 Wheatley’s enslavement during much of her writing career 
and travels not only restricted her movement (the Wheatley’s son Nathanael traveled with her) 
but also required her to tread carefully in the midst of the revolutionary discourse in America.154 
However it by no means diminished her important contributions to antislavery literature, and her 
recognition and verse challenged the racism and moral wrong of slavery.  
Born in West Africa and enslaved in Boston at seven, Wheatley demonstrated talent early 
on that the Wheatley family fostered through private tutelage on classical literature.155 The 
language of intense separation for the slave from Africa and family in More’s formulaic 
antislavery poem structure appears in Wheatley’s poem she composed for Lord Dartmouth.156 
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Wheatley wrote the poem at the request of Thomas Woolridge (Lord Dartmouth was his patron), 
a British merchant who was visting Boston in 1772. Wheatley had already accrued a great deal 
of recognition in Boston from her eulogy of George Whitefield thus prompting Wooridge’s visit 
to the Wheatley household to see the poet for himself. 157 The visit, and subsequent poem, also 
illuminates the interconnections between America and Britain and how this interconnection 
translated into the transatlantic antislavery movement.  
Her mistress, Susanna Wheatley, granted her freedom in 1773 upon her return from her 
travels in England in the same year.158 Wheatley’s “Poems on Various Subjects,” published in 
London in 1773 circulated the country at an important juncture in antislavery proceedings with 
the landmark case spearheaded by Granville Sharp, Somerset v. Stewart, occurring the year 
prior.159 It is well known that she was the first published African-American woman, and 
therefore she legitimated a place for African American writers, especially women, to publish 
antislavery literature.160 However, in the late eighteenth century, there were currents of racism 
challenging her place as a writer, evidenced by Woolridge’s disbelief that Wheatley, a slave, 
could craft poetry.161 In 1845, an antislavery book published in Scotland called Intelligent 
Negroes, sought to highlight black men and women whose achievements contradicted notions 
that deemed African people as inferior or unworthy of education.162 While published years after 
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her death, and a decade after England had abolished slavery in its colonies, the suspicions of 
Wheatley’s ability and prejudices against her race still remained, in addition to the persistence of 
slavery on the North and South American continents.  The authors (unfortunately unknown) 
described Wheatley as humble, yet praised her natural talent, similar to the ways in which 
Hannah More praised Ann Yearsley.163  
Although Yearsley and Wheatley did not share the same social constraints of race, both 
occupied social positions restricted by class hierarchy that typically did not have access to upper 
class learning, which contributed to the distrust of their writing or an over-emphasis on the 
natural talent rather than a learned or developed skill. For Elizabeth Montagu (More’s friend who 
had a partial role in creating the trust for Yearsley’s earnings) the fact that Ann Yearsley could 
create such incredible poems despite her class made her “one of nature’s miracles.”164 Charles 
Crawford, a member of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, published Observations upon 
Negro-slavery in 1784 (coinciding with the society’s reorganization following the Revolutionary 
War) in order to combat judgments against the abilities of black men and women as well as to 
promote a cause for education.165 Crawford, like the authors of Intelligent Negroes, referenced 
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Wheatley as perfect evidence to the artistic and educational abilities of African people.166 
Although these works still hold a paternalistic tone and in a way qualify Wheatley’s poetry as 
evidence rather than true art, the employment of her work for these political purposes indicate 
her importance to the transatlantic abolition movement. Additionally, their focus on the language 
and phrasing of her poem to the Earl of Dartmouth highlights the influence that her life, words, 
and political subtleties had upon antislavery literature.  
The Earl of Dartmouth was “the secretary of state for the colonies and president of the 
Board of Trade and Foreign Plantations” from August 1772 until November 1775.167 At the time 
that Wheatley produced her poem in his honor in 1772 (published in 1773), most American 
colonists were not yet advocated complete independence from Britain. She used her poem to 
capture the hope of the colonists that Dartmouth would use his position to amend the colonial 
situation. 168  Wheatley incorporated the rhetoric of liberty into her poem by imagining freedom 
rising like the sun over New England under the leadership and influence of Lord Dartmouth: 
Hail, happy day, when, smiling like the morn,  
Fair Freedom rose New England to adorn […] 
Elate with hope her race no longer mourns, 
Each soul expands, each grateful bosom burns […] 
She shines supreme, […] 
No longer shall thou dread the iron chain 
Which wanton Tyranny with lawless hand 
Had made, and with it meant [to] enslave the land.169  
 
Wheatley equated freedom with the morning sun, which More echoed later in Slavery, 
thus connecting the two poets within the shared language of abolition. Additionally, both used 
the conventional feminine personification of the sun, and by extension, freedom. While More 
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used the metaphor of the sun to relate freedom to something natural, Wheatley applied it to 
something new, something expected. Wheatley anticipated a dawn of freedom that would shine 
“supreme” over the political slavery of revolutionary discourse and right the wrongs of the 
“lawless hand.” The morning of freedom fills “each soul” with gratitude and relief that America 
has been set free from “the iron chain [of] Tyranny.” Her choice of “each soul” assumed that all 
in New England wanted a restoration and protection of their liberty. Antislavery language, seen 
with More and Yearsley, similarly assumed that all enslaved individuals held a natural desire for 
freedom. Since the poem was published, she had to carefully word this section of the poem to 
honor the Earl of Dartmouth but include a current of her own agenda without offending an 
important supporter. Moving from this metaphorical enslavement of America, she turned the 
attention to chattel slavery. 170   
Beginning with the expectation that Dartmouth would bring political liberty to the 
colonies, Wheatley then moved to another expectation of freedom – her own:  
 Should you, my lord, while you peruse my song, 
 Wonder from whence my love of Freedom sprung, 
 Whence from these wishes for the common good, 
 By feeling hearts alone best understood,  
 I […] was snatch’d from Afric’s fancy’d seat:  
 What pangs excruciating must molest, 
 What sorrows labour in my parent’s breast?  
 […] Such, such was my case. And can I then but 
 pray 
 Others may never feel tyrannic sway?171  
 
The rise in revolutionary rhetoric illuminated the hypocrisy of slaveholders “protesting 
[the] metaphorical slavery” of Britain.172  Wheatley placed their natural expectation of freedom 
against her own natural desire for freedom, thus connecting her poetry within the shared theme 
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of freedom in antislavery literature. Underneath her question of “from whence” her hope of 
freedom came is the theme used in antislavery literature that every enslaved individual longs for 
freedom. Her hope is that none would “feel [the] tyrannic sway” of slavery that she had felt in 
her capture, thereby making a subtle, yet striking antislavery argument. While Yearsley created a 
character, Luco, in order to heighten the sympathetic connection with the reader, Wheatley used 
her own experience in wanting freedom and also being separated from her family. She presented 
the story of her capture and separation from her family and home to stir “feeling hearts” to 
imagine the pain of this experience. The two questions Wheatley posed in the above selection 
reveal two, emotional arguments against slavery that antislavery poets employed. The first 
question related to the expectation of freedom, and the second related to the separation of family. 
The organization of the poem suggests that Wheatley based her want of freedom in the fact that 
she had once known freedom, and had a family and a homeland to which she still held a 
connection. Therefore, the reader could not question her understanding of or desire for freedom, 
because she had experienced it. Additionally, if the colonists wanted freedom from a 
metaphorical slavery, how much more would someone want freedom from actual slavery?  
Abolitionist arguments, particularly those made in freedom suits such as Somerset v. 
Stewart (England, 1772), extended Wheatley’s question to assert that all enslaved individuals 
desired freedom. Vincent Carretta recounts in his comprehensive biography of Phillis Wheatley 
that this poem circulated in Britain and America following the ruling in Somerset.173 Colonial 
newspapers from Massachusetts to Virginia to South Carolina detailed the case thereby 
highlighting its place in Wheatley’s context.174 Not only would the contradiction in revolutionary 
rhetoric have been a part of societal discussion, but also the emancipation of James Somerset as 
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readers came across Wheatley’s poetry. Her challenge to the contradictory rhetoric held 
significant weight as it resonated with this particular sociohistorical moment. This case involved 
the efforts of antislavery activists and the language of a natural “love of Freedom” resonated in 
the arguments that England loved freedom and that every person desired that freedom.175 
3.2 “Where freedom is the grand object of the law”: Somerset v. Stewart 
Although Somerset v. Stewart was by no means the first freedom suit, with cases 
appearing in England in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (as well as similar 
cases in the American colonies), it garnered unprecedented international fame and captured the 
attention of abolitionists and slaveholders alike.176 Granville Sharp had released a treatise on 
slavery, which showed that England had no law regarding slavery; therefore, slaves could claim 
their freedom.177 He was involved in the case as one of Somerset’s supporters, Sharp’s treatise, 
published in 1769, structured much of the logic of the counsel’s argument on behalf of Somerset. 
One of Sharp’s claims asserted that there could be no slavery in England because there was no 
law allowing it (a point that would be essential to Lord Mansfield’s decision):  
But (God be thanked) there is neither law, nor even precedent, (at least I have not 
been able to find one) of a legal determination to justify a master in claiming or detaining 
any person whatsoever as a slave in England, who has not voluntarily bound himself as 
such by a contract in writing.178 
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Sharp cited Galway v. Caldee (heard in 1750) in which Baron Thompson decided that the 
slave in the case (whom Galway represented) would be free by “his first setting foot on English 
ground.”179 In a 1637 Star Chamber case, the court cited a case in 1569 regarding the punishment 
of a Russian slave in England, and determined that since that punishment was deemed intolerable 
in England, and that English air was “too pure” for slavery.180 Despite wording that suggests that 
England had outlawed slavery, the holding of slaves purchased in the colonies in England 
remained an ambiguous legal position.181 Instead of maintaining the full reaches of chattel 
slavery (violent punishment), slaves held in England (purchased in other parts of the Atlantic 
world) were considered to be in “near slavery.”182 In this still loosely defined legal position, 
enslaved black men and women would be under the authority of their masters but protected from 
unnecessary bodily harm. However, as Somerset v. Stewart would test, there were perhaps more 
rights to which they were entitled outside the limits of colonial slave codes. Therefore leaving 
Sharp an opportunity to combat such fluidity with a more definitive argument against slavery in 
England.  
Slavery’s ambiguity continued as a theme in the eighteenth century in the American 
colonies, particularly in the years leading up to the Revolution (when Wheatley herself occupied 
a rather complex position as a slave and published poet). Massachusetts had begun counting the 
“exact number” of enslaved men and women within the colony as enacted by the House of 
Representatives in the 1750s.183 In 1765, Boston’s enslaved population stood at 811 
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approximately, with the total Boston population standing at 15, 520.184 The total enslaved 
population of the colony stayed virtually fixed between 1764 and 1776, while, according to 
Chernoh Sesay, “the white population increased from 218,950 to 343,845” in the same period, 
creating a surplus of white labor. Perhaps due to the small population size (similar to England), 
enslaved individuals in Massachusetts utilized available legal and political avenues in order to 
assert both individual and collective emancipation through the courts and the legislature. These 
efforts vocalized a claim to a defined, concrete freedom in the early 1770s.185  
On April 20, 1773, a group of four men (who were enslaved) petitioned the their 
representative to the legislature to consider their “deplorable state” and to make “a noble stand 
against the designs of their fellow men” to perpetuate the institution of slavery.186 This petition 
followed one signed by Felix Holbrook (who also signed the April petition) on January 6 of the 
same year, which sought the relief of the enslaved population and asserted that the legislature 
represented them in addition to the free population.187 Both petitions featured cautious, rather 
subservient language, which alludes to the ambiguity of slavery in Massachusetts. Chernoh 
Sesay argued that most likely these petitions were a part of a larger “biracial campaign,” which 
he claims accounts for the “language and tone of the petition.”188 Although the petitions most 
likely received backing (or possibly initiation) from a group of sympathetic white citizens, this 
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should not negate the voice of the enslaved men who assigned their names to the documents. 
These men were able to publicly express their hope for freedom, but maintained a deferential 
position in order to avoid tones of rebellion or aggression. In the same way, Phillis Wheatley 
framed her poem to the Earl of Dartmouth with praise and esteem, yet also presented her want of 
freedom. The April petition praised the legislature (and the colony itself) for being “actuated by 
the principles of equity and justice” and that a “divine spirit of freedom [fired] every human 
breast on this continent.”189 As the colonies moved closer to independence and the spirit of 
liberty continued to swell, these men certainly timed these petitions well to echo the rhetoric 
coursing through political debate.  
The revolutionary rhetoric prevailing discourse in the colonies equated dependence upon 
England as slavery, with a broadside from New York in 1774 claiming it a time “when slavery 
[was] clanking her infernal chains, and tyranny stands ready with […] whips to enforce 
obedience.”190 The author, “Plain English,” employed vivid, forceful imagery of slavery to 
compound the call to prevent General Gage from taking the arms of the colonists. Unlike the 
anonymous writer of this broadside, Wheatley and the petitioners chose to sign their expressed 
hopes for freedom and then needed to tread carefully under the burden of race and enslavement. 
Wheatley also held the additional layer of gender restricting the influence and force of her 
language since her political voice was constrained. Further illuminating the ambiguity of slavery 
in late eighteenth century Massachusetts (echoing England), her recognized writing career in 
Britain and the American colonies occurred while she was still a slave. Despite the various social 
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expectations of her gender and race, Wheatley successfully navigated these dynamics and 
contributed to a common, transatlantic language of abolition.  
The transatlantic nature of antislavery literature in the mid to late eighteenth century rests 
in the imperial connection between England and the American colonies still in place prior to the 
realization of 1776 in the Treaty of Paris in 1783. Wheatley addressed the aforementioned poem 
to the Earl of Dartmouth, and her poetry volume was published in England in the same year as 
Somerset v. Stewart.191 Granville Sharp’s Representations was necessary because of the 
connection between England, which he asserted as free (from chattel slavery specifically) with 
the colonies of slave societies operating under its flag. Extending the transatlantic connection, 
finding expression in a common language, Somerset v. Stewart dealt with an “imperial conflict of 
laws.”192 At issue in the case was whether the law allowing slavery in Virginia would be upheld 
in England. James Somerset, the slave of Charles Steuart (or Stewart – continuing the theme of 
misspelled names) brought from Virginia to England, faced a removal from England to Jamaica 
in 1771.193 Somerset had attempted to secure his freedom outside the legal structure by running 
away, but was captured and then held on board the ship bound for Jamaica in a state of virtual 
imprisonment. Sharp hypothesized about such a situation saying that imprisoning a slave would 
be outside of the master-slave contract and should be “esteemed absolutely illegal.”194 Rather 
than attempting to restore the original master-slave relationship, Steuart intended to sell 
Somerset in Jamaica, thus complicating whether or not their relationship would be honored in 
court. Perhaps if Steuart sought to bring Somerset back to America with him, his counsel would 
have succeeded in arguing that their relationship held as they were merely in transit in England. 
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Instead, the Steuart counsel’s return on the writ focused upon the master’s authority to force the 
slave to follow commands – in this case to go to Jamaica – thereby making the court answer if a 
slave could be forced to leave England.195 Several antislavery leaders, including Granville Sharp 
and Somerset’s godparents, petitioned for a writ of habeas corpus against the commander of the 
ship, Mr. Knowles, on behalf of Somerset.196 The involvement of Granville Sharp and other 
antislavery activists raises questions of why they assisted Somerset in his situation and what they 
hoped to accomplish with this particular case.  
Francis Hargrave argued on behalf of Somerset and presented the issue that although 
slavery was recognized in the colonies, it had been abolished in England (he relied heavily upon 
Sharp’s arguments to foreground his rationale) a point reiterated by another member of 
Somerset’s legal team, a Serjeant Davy.197 While the Steuart counsel, under Mr. Dunning, argued 
that since marriage contracts and hereditary rights made in foreign jurisdictions were honored in 
England, the local laws of Virginia regarding the establishment of racial slavery similarly should 
be honored in England.198 Throughout the proceedings, the counsels wrestled with the issue of 
local law or “municipal relations” and whether or not local laws, specifically slavery, would be 
upheld on English soil.199 Dunning proposed that since marriage (a “municipal relation”) follows 
“a man everywhere” across different legal locales, the same should hold for the relation between 
a master and a slave.200 The counsel for Somerset did not attempt to turn the case into a massive 
emancipation of slaves in English colonies, but maintained the legal (not moral) validity of 
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slavery in other locations. In response to Dunning, Davy transitioned the issue of the slave-
master relation or contract to whether or not a moral contract would be maintained in England.  
All contracts, I do not venture to assert are of a moral nature; but I know not any 
law to confirm an immoral contract, and execute it. The contract of marriage is a 
moral contract, established for moral purposes […] In the case of master and 
slave, being no moral obligation, but founded on principles, and supported by 
practice, utterly foreign to the laws and customs of this country, the law cannot 
recognize such relation.201 
 
Here Davy counters Dunning’s proposition to negate the relationship of master and slave 
because slave was contrary to natural law and morality. Placing morality as a central determinant 
in validating local laws shifted the perspective of the issue at hand. In essence, Davy’s argument 
did not refute the basic principle of Dunning’s argument, but rather it proposed that English law 
did not honor immoral contracts. Davy extended his argument to the issue of racial slavery 
saying that to “make a slave of a negro, who is one, by his complexion; is a cruelty and absurdity 
that I trust will never take place here."202 Claiming that, within English common law, 
enslavement was immoral provided a guiding principle and important argument for later cases, 
particularly cases involving forced movement from a place of freedom back to a place of slavery. 
Interestingly, Dunning similarly outlined a belief that slavery was immoral and that he “would 
not be understood to intimate a wish in favor of slavery,” yet his duty was to defend Knowles 
first, which necessitated an argument that protected the enslaved relationship.203 
Mr. Wallace, counsel for Knowles, manipulated the relative ambiguity of slavery in 
England by referencing the legality of “villenage,” which for all intents and purposes was the 
closest in resembling the chattel slave system of the colonies. In Chamberline v. Harvey in 1697 
(in which a slave from Barbados who sought freedom once brought to England) the lawyers 
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arguing for the slave’s freedom attached villenage to an ancestral “place and time” distinct from 
the laws governing slavery in Barbados.204 In addition to this case, another appeared during the 
reign of Queen Anne, Smith v. Brown, in which a slave was sold in England from Virginia. The 
court further confirmed the distinction between slave and villein saying that a person could be a 
villein but not a slave as there was not a law regarding slavery in England. However, the case 
upheld the sale of the slave since it originally occurred in Virginia, which had its own law that 
allowed slavery.205 Unlike Caribbean slaves, who were considered full property in the law, 
villeins occupied a legal position “between free laborers and unfree chattel slaves.”206 Thus 
villeins held a degree of freedom that Atlantic slaves could claim once in England, yet Wallace 
attempted to argue that the proof of villenage in England warranted the control that Steuart held 
over Somerset to force him to leave England. However, villeinage essentially no longer existed 
in England and therefore could not apply to the case.207 Granville Sharp referenced how 
proponents of slavery in England used the law and customs surrounding this system as legal 
justification, yet he diminished the impact of this argument in the same way as in Somerset’s 
case saying that it was “obsolete” and reviving it had not “the least justification.”208 It was then 
up to Lord Mansfield to decide whether such obsolete customs could compel the court to allow 
Steuart to force Stewart (his slave/villein) to leave England and be sold to Jamaica.  
Lord Mansfield ruled that Somerset should be discharged because Steuart could not force 
him to leave.209 His ruling in this case would gain international recognition both on the part of 
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abolitionists and proslavery supporters, as he reasoned that natural law prohibited slavery in 
England except through positive law.210 He declared that:  
“The state of slavery is of such a nature, that it is incapable of being introduced on 
any reasons, moral or political; but only positive law, which preserves its force long after 
the reasons, occasion, and time itself from whence it was created, is erased from memory: 
it’s so odious, that nothing can be suffered to support it, but positive law. Whatever 
inconveniences, therefore, may follow from a decision, I cannot say this case is allowed 
or approved by the law of England; and therefore the black must be discharged.”211        
 
Such a statement held the potential to extend this argument utilizing natural law to attack slavery 
in remaining British colonies. Regardless of its potential, a point which abolitionists such as 
Anthony Benezet celebrated, the decision did prevent “chattel slavery” from becoming an 
accepted contract in England.212 Such reasoning begs the question of what is natural law? 
Certainly Enlightenment thinkers (and many philosophers, lawyers, and scholars before and 
since) have sought to understand the essential, incontrovertible rights of each individual and the 
greater collective state. An individual’s identity as a person certainly cannot be removed and 
must therefore be included in natural (or inalienable) rights. Even enslavement cannot fully 
extricate personhood from an individual before the law, especially with regard to culpability. 
Mansfield’s reasoning drew heavily upon Hargrave’s argument, which echoed principles 
outlined by William Blackstone.  
Blackstone wrote in 1758 that, “pure and proper slavery does not, nay cannot, subsist in 
England […] indeed it is repugnant to reason, and the principles of natural law.”213 While this 
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quote does not explain the meaning of natural law, it has significant implications for freedom 
suits interacting with the issue of municipal laws. Blackstone equated the law of nature (or 
natural law) with the divine law (or revealed law) and argued that natural law was “superior in 
obligation to any other – It is binding over all the globe in all countries.”214 He denounced 
slavery because it gave “an absolute and unlimited power [to] the master over the life and fortune 
of the slave.”215 This absolute power attempted to reduce a person to mere property – a thing to 
be moved, sold, and used at the owner’s pursuit of happiness. The reduction of a person to 
simply an instrument of labor without right or voice within the law (unlike terms outlined for 
hired or wage laborers, servants, or even indentured servants) inherent to chattel slavery make it 
outside the reach of English law as well as natural law. Hannah More’s poem, Slavery, echoes 
Blackstone’s theorizing of a natural law in questioning the reader about whether the “immortal 
principle within [would] change with the casual colour of a skin?”216 The “immortal principle” 
that signified a person’s right to freedom and designated her or his identity created a powerful 
rhetorical device for abolitionists. If slavery existed outside of reason and natural law, something 
“binding over all the globe,” then abolitionists could soundly condemn it as unnatural and 
therefore unallowable.217 The natural desire for freedom, upheld by theories of natural law, also 
characterized Wheatley’s poem to the Earl of Dartmouth as well as the 1773 Massachusetts 
petitions, all of which were published after Somerset v. Stewart.   
When Mansfield declared that slavery was “so odious, that nothing could be suffered to 
support it, but positive law” in England, it had the potential, under Blackstone’s principle of 
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universality, to abolish slavery around the globe.218 However, he avoided such an immediate 
impact by cautioning against setting “14,000-15,000” slaves free who were residing or England. 
Despite his explicit cautioning against such an occurrence, there were instances in which 
American slaves attempted to flee to England in the hope of achieving freedom, as some 
runaway slave advertisements recounted.219 Additionally, a Boston newspaper heralded that the 
case had freed all slaves in England.220 The narrow reading of the holding indicates that 
Mansfield emancipated James Somerset because he could not be forcibly removed from England 
to Jamaica. Yet Lord Mansfield’s decision also affirmed that enslaved individuals residing in 
England held access to “core legal freedoms” like petitioning for a writ of habeas corpus or other 
methods of emancipation through the courts.221 Beyond its legal precedent, the Somerset case set 
a precedent in abolitionist strategy. Supported by antislavery leaders and writers, the case 
(although limited in its actual legal impact) validated the use of the courts as a means of 
emancipation, albeit on an individual basis. The successful implementation of many of Granville 
Sharp’s arguments from Representations indicates that printed literature similarly proved to be 
an effective strategy for abolitionists.  
3.3 “We are enabled this day to add one more step” 
In the 1770s in Boston, the intensifying revolutionary rhetoric tinged with the threat of 
war utilized the provocative language of slavery and liberty, which may not have seemed 
contradictory to slaveholding men like Thomas Jefferson (or even John Wheatley) but to 
abolitionists such a paradox implemented a way for antislavery literature to illuminate the 
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aberrant nature of slavery. 222 The existence of this contradictory language provided an important 
rhetorical tool for American abolitionists, like the Pennsylvania Abolition Society. Additionally, 
this rhetoric also aided the language of Pennsylvania’s Act for the Gradual Emancipation of 
Slavery in 1780. In the preamble to this act (the first of its kind in the world), the assembly 
directly connects its decision to set a plan for gradual emancipation with their own fight for 
independence from Great Britain:  
When we contemplate our abhorrence of that condition to which the arms and 
tyranny of Great Britain were exerted to reduce us […] we conceive that it is our 
duty, and we rejoice that it is in our power to extend a portion of that freedom to 
others, which hath been extended to us; and a release from that state of thralldom 
to which we ourselves were tyrannically doomed […] We esteem it a peculiar 
blessing granted to us, that we are enabled this day to add one more step to 
universal civilization, by removing as much as possible the sorrows of those who 
have lived in undeserved bondage.223    
 
This excerpt indicates the striking rhetorical links between the language of the Revolution 
and the language of emancipation, even if very gradual. Additionally, the Pennsylvania assembly 
utilizes in its prose the sympathetic identification Menely referenced as integral to antislavery 
poetry. As a legislative body, the assembly has the ability for direct political action (unlike a 
poet) yet they similarly sought to connect their situation with that of enslaved individuals. The 
appearance and employment of antislavery language in structuring law foregrounds its influence 
within society. This connection between law and antislavery poetry reveal that these works of 
abolitionist literature did not remain in isolation but interacted with their broader social contexts. 
The preamble itself holds an air of poetic verse that recalls Wheatley’s address of the 
contradictory revolutionary rhetoric, which preceded the passage of this act by several years. 
Writing in 1773, she preceded this groundbreaking legislative act by several years. Placed in 
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such an environment of contradiction, her own personal situation somewhat mirrors the larger 
social context expressed in her poetry. She described deep longing for freedom but also a 
dedication to John and Susannah Wheatley, who claimed ownership of her, in the same way that 
the Massachusetts petitioners in April 1773 called for emancipation but in a highly deferential 
tone with respect for their representatives and their individual masters.  
In the midst of this struggle for control of freedom discourse, a group of white men in 
Philadelphia took it upon themselves to protect against the unlawful enslavement of black men 
and women in Pennsylvania. Following the successful Somerset case, certainly in its accruing 
fame and central position in the antislavery debate, this organization sought to use the law to 
gain freedom for those who had been wrongfully enslaved. The Pennsylvania Abolition Society 
organized on three separate occasions. The first organization of the society occurred in 1775 
whose membership consisted mostly of Quaker men from Philadelphia, making it the first 
organized antislavery society. 224  However, the group's activities and purposes became 
overshadowed and halted due to the Revolutionary War. Following the war, the society 
reorganized again in 1784 with highly influential members such as Benjamin Franklin and 
Benjamin Rush.  The society printed and published a document outlining their adherence to and 
veneration of the Pennsylvania Gradual Emancipation Act as the foundation for which they 
would take up the cause of those who had been freed and those who, according to the law, should 
also be free. In a preamble of sorts before the list of rules and regulations, the members drafted a 
purpose statement and named their society:  
Therefore, being desirous, as much as in us lies, to contribute towards obtaining 
relief for all such as are kept thus unjustly in thraldom, have agreed to inspect and 
take charge of all the particular cases which may hereafter come to our 
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knowledge, and that our good intentions may operate the more successfully and 
be of general utility to such as stand in need of our assistance, have judged it 
expedient to form ourselves into a regular society, by the name of THE SOCIETY 
FOR THE RELIEF OF FREE NEGROES, UNLAWFULLY KEPT IN 
BONDAGE.225    
 
The above purpose statement of what would later become the Pennsylvania Abolition 
Society placed the protection and enforcement of the Pennsylvania gradual emancipation act as 
the top priority. Rather than outlining a specific plan for effecting universal abolition, the society 
sought to address those who were unlawfully enslaved. The society printed this document in 
1784, a time preceding the U.S. Constitution as well as the rise of radical abolitionism in 
America, occurring mostly during the 1830s.226 Reading the purpose statement as well as the 
rules or constitution for the society lacks the bold language that would come with this rise in 
radicalism. While the society's founding may not have attached its plan for the protection and 
promotion of free African-Americans to immediate and universal emancipation, the founders 
certainly adhered to an understanding that freedom and liberty could be maintained within the 
state.  
 The focus upon the issue of individual enslavement still asserted an opposition to slavery 
in a broader sense yet mirrored the gradual emancipation plan set forth in Pennsylvania in 1780. 
Pennsylvania's plan was the first legislative act by a state that emancipated slavery both in 
America and around the world.227 The act outlined that children born to slaves following the 
passage of the act would be free and similarly provided for a system of indenture for those under 
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the age of 21.228 Although the plan ensured for a truly gradual process, with the full realization of 
emancipation in 1850, its precedent is unavoidable. The PAS recognized the viability of 
protecting freedom for African Americans by employing the plan's outline for emancipation. The 
act's opening statement utilizes the revolutionary rhetoric that described the tyranny of Britain 
and the enslavement of the colonies. The language of the purpose statement of the 1784 society 
closely mirrors the language of this preamble. Both express a sense of duty or obligation as free 
citizens to ensure and protect the freedom of others, which may indicate that the PAS 
intentionally utilized the language of the emancipation act but could also signify the pervading 
rhetoric of the revolutionary period. However, the preamble to the 1780 act crafted the language 
to center upon "a portion" of those who would gain freedom by the act. As a state document it 
protected individuals who resided within the borders of its legislative authority, so the inclusion 
of the phrase fits within the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania assembly. Yet the PAS similarly 
confines the scope of its attention to those who were unlawfully enslaved rather than general, 
universal emancipation. Despite the restraints of the act and the selective nature of the 1784 
PAS, both challenged the contradictory language of the Revolution by asserting that freedom 
should be extended to many more than a select few, which would level the ground in order to 
build a bolder abolitionist platform.  
The rhetoric of liberty persisted in the debates over the ratification of the U.S. 
Constitution, and in several states delegates to the conventions argued against the 3/5 
Compromise and the Fugitive Slave Clause. The PAS had advised Benjamin Franklin as he went 
to the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia to propose for the abolition of the transatlantic 
slave trade, but unfortunately no such effort was secured, and Congress would be prevented from 
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passing such an act until 1808.229 At the Pennsylvania ratification convention, opponents of the 
Constitution argued that the slave trade should be abolished immediately rather than twenty 
years from ratification.230 In Massachusetts, the Constitution’s opponents argued that the clause 
about restricting the slave trade perpetuated the institution of slavery, while its supporters, such 
as Thomas Dawes, Jr., believed that the provision provided Congress with an opportunity to 
abolish it.231 For the Virginia Convention, a state with an immense slave population, 
constitutional opponents like George Mason expressed that the slave trade was “diabolical” yet 
also lamented that the Constitution did not expressly protect the rights of slaveholders to own 
slaves.232 Such strong language, although coming from a position that upholds domestic slavery 
in America, recalls the deep emotion of More and Yearsley in their poems against the slave 
trade. At this moment across the Atlantic, parliamentary debate over the abolition of the slave 
trade was increasing in strength. Hannah More and Ann Yearsley published their poems in the 
following year as British petition campaigns grew and the ratification debates in the states 
continued. Many abolitionists believed that the abolition of the slave trade would reduce the 
enslaved populations and direct plantation owners and slaveholders to fulfill labor needs with 
wage labor. Additionally, it would serve as an important step towards universal emancipation, 
particularly in England as concerted diplomatic efforts were made to bring other countries into 
the cause of ending the transatlantic slave trade.233  
Article I, Section 2 also stirred responses from delegates wary of the growth or 
perpetuation of slavery. The clause counted slaves as three-fifths of a person for representation in 
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Congress raised defenses against ratification from Melancton Smith, a delegate at the New York 
Convention. Smith argued that such a provision would protect and advance those “who were so 
wicked as to keep slaves.”234 The goal of this thesis is not to debate whether or not the 
Constitution was a proslavery document but to see the connections of language within the 
transatlantic abolitionist movement and with the historical world in which it operated. Slavery 
was a frequent point of discussion and debate in a developing nation fixed upon liberty and 
ensuring that its recent chains would not be laid upon them again. The reformulated nation would 
seek to “secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity.”235 Abolitionists utilized 
literature and other forms of discourse to illuminate the contradiction between a celebration of 
liberty and a continuation of slavery.  
3.4 Conclusion 
Wheatley’s travels in England in 1773 illuminate the international connections within the 
transatlantic world in which she took part in spite of the decline in her career followed by her 
death in 1784.236 She met several abolitionists in traveling the transatlantic literary circuit, and 
those who visited the Wheatley household, who viewed her impressive talent as ammunition to 
antislavery discourse regarding the humanity of slaves.237 While a current perspective witnessed 
the treatment of Wheatley as more of an exhibition of the abilities of African people rather than a 
genuine celebration of her work, her importance and her talent is not diminished because her 
work endured and greatly impacted later antislavery poetry.238 The timing of her poetry within 
the contradictory revolutionary atmosphere in America and prior to the rise of British 
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abolitionism against the slave trade serves to illuminate the layered junctures characterizing the 
transatlantic world. The interaction between her personal life, the political climates of Britain 
and America, and the way in which race affected the treatment of her work presents a complex 
portrait of transatlantic history that is at times connected and at other times disjointed. The 
intersection of language between Wheatley’s poetry, antislavery literature in America, legal 
questioning of slavery, and in the formation of a new nation illuminates the interconnectivity of 
the abolition movement and the reality of a transatlantic antislavery language.  
4  “OH! MOTHER, WEEP NOT, THOUGH OUR LOT BE HARD” 
In the 1830s, American abolitionism faced increasing opposition from proslavery supporters 
as well as racist ideologies in northern cities like Philadelphia. Radical abolitionists heightened 
the emotional depth of language in order to stir “public sentiment” to support the cause of 
freedom and racial equality as opposed to the views of colonization. 239 They responded to the 
dynamics of race and gender through literature and interracial and female societies, such as the 
American Anti-Slavery Society and the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society (PFASS) . 
Sarah Forten, a free black woman in Philadelphia and a founding member of the PFASS, was 
significantly involved in the moment of radical abolitionism in the 1830s. Her poetry 
incorporated the sociohistorical dynamics surrounding this moment. Her verse encapsulated the 
themes of the separated slave family and the natural expectation of freedom that characterized 
the poetry of Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, and Phillis Wheatley. She also was a founding 
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member of the Female Literary Association, which was a group of African-American women 
writing against slavery and racial prejudice.240 Although Forten’s active involvement in radical 
abolitionism was short-lived (within the decade of the 1830s), her poetry significantly 
contributed to the shared language of the transatlantic abolitionist movement.  
4.1 “And death, to the captive, is freedom and rest”: Sarah Forten 
Writing more than forty years after Slavery: A Poem and The Inhumanity of the Slave 
Trade and nearly fifty years since Phillis Wheatley’s Poems on Various Subjects appeared in 
print, Sarah Forten’s sociohistorical environment facilitated adaptations in abolitionism. 
Immediate, universal emancipation characterized the movement and attention had moved from 
the international slave trade (since both Britain and America had abolished the practice) to focus 
solely upon eliminating the institution of slavery. 241 Elizabeth Heyrick, who played an incredibly 
significant role in the British antislavery movement, moved immediate emancipation of slaves to 
the forefront of British antislavery thought with her pamphlet published in 1824 that challenged 
the London Anti-Slavery Committee’s promotion of gradual emancipation.242 The petition 
campaigns of the 1830s also witnessed a massive response of women signers, with women 
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constituting 30 percent of signers of the 1833 petitions, thus signaling an important expansion of 
collective involvement in the British movement.243  
Sarah Forten, whose family was intricately connected to many leading British 
abolitionists, would have been aware of these petition drives and rhetoric of immediate abolition. 
244
 
 The immediatist language and strategy rising to prominence in the 1830s stood in contrast to 
the slow or unmoving progress towards abolition in the United States. Although Forten’s family 
was free and privileged, freedom for enslaved residents in Pennsylvania was not immediate. The 
process of gradual emancipation implemented in the 1780 Pennsylvania Gradual Emancipation 
Act did not reach completion until 1847, almost ten years after Britain had ended its 
apprenticeship system in the colonies in 1838.245 The drawn out emancipation process in 
Pennsylvania was coupled with increasing prejudice (especially in the 1820s and 1830s) against 
the free black population, particularly in Philadelphia.246 Slavery persisted throughout the South 
and in Northern states like New Jersey and New York (which had also adopted gradual 
emancipation plans), and abolitionists’ frustration with lawmakers regarding abolition found 
expression in Forten’s poetry.  
She submitted numerous poems to The Liberator under the pseudonym “Ada,” producing 
her first poem at age seventeen in 1831 and writing until 1839.247 She also submitted works of 
prose under the name of “Magawisca,” which was the name of the Native American heroine of 
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Catharine Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie, published in 1827.248 Forten’s mother was of African and 
Native American descent, so perhaps she sought to connect the plight of slaves with the 
experience of her ancestors.249 Using a pseudonym was rather commonplace, particularly for 
submissions to The Liberator. Even Forten’s father often submitted works of prose or letters to 
newspapers under the titles of “A Man of Colour” or “A Colored Philadelphian.”250 With such an 
influential father, perhaps she sought to have her poems read for their own merit rather than 
under the banner of her father’s accomplishments.251 Another explanation would be that adopting 
another name created a space for Forten to boldly present the plight of slaves and challenge those 
who were not actively promoting their cause. The name “Ada,” a name used by slaves in the 
Atlantic World, in Igbo (a Nigerian language) means “daughter.”252 Although she herself was not 
the firstborn of James and Charlotte Forten, holding the title of first daughter would lend more 
authority to her words and in identifying with enslaved individuals taken from Africa. This 
remains a supposition, but since many of her poems feature a daughter or slave girl as the 
narrator (including, “The Slave Girl’s Address to Her Mother”) it is possible that she knew of the 
name’s meaning and chose it for this purpose.  
Garrison published least twenty-five of her poems between January 1831 and October 
1839.253 Readers responded well to her poems, and in one such instance a reader named “S” 
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wrote to Garrison and praised the paper for its “glorious” aim and celebrated “the feeling poetry 
of Ada.”254 The editor of the Liberator similarly attached gratitude to “the anonymous writer” 
and encouraged her to continue to submit her poetry.255 Born into a prominent free African-
American family, Forten did not hold the added burden of enslavement that Wheatley carried 
throughout much of her life. Forten’s family was integral in the abolitionist movement, and her 
father (James Forten) corresponded considerably with his British antislavery counterparts. Her 
father, along with other free African American men, also set out to further finance publication of 
some of Wheatley’s poems.256 An artistic connection between Wheatley and Forten was thus 
forged, constituting yet another indication of how a transatlantic community of letters and 
literary exchange could be forged even when physical contact was impossible.  
Forten answered Garrison’s call for authors writing against slavery with “The Grave of 
the Slave,” on January 22, 1831.257 The poem garnered such attention that Francis Johnson set it 
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to music and brought it to England in 1837.258 As Yearsley used Luco’s death as both tragic and 
triumphant, Forten mourned the anonymous passing of a slave with “Not a tear, not a sigh to 
embalm his cold tomb,” yet also marks his passing into freedom:  
Where […] Not his master can rouse him with voice of command;  
He knows not, he hears not, his cruel demand […] 
Poor slave! shall we sorrow that death was thy friend,  
The last, and the kindest, that heaven could send? 
The grave to the weary is welcomed and blest;  
And death, to the captive, is freedom and rest.259  
 
The death of the “poor slave” closes the poem in “freedom and rest,” symbolizing a time 
when slavery itself will be sent to the grave. Although Forten closed the poem with a glimmer of 
hope, the rest of the poem held a haunting, somewhat defeatist tone. The “poor slave is laid all 
unheeded and lone […] no friend to lament him, no child to bemoan,” thus signifying the 
isolation of slavery and the total separation from family.260 Orlando Patterson’s term of “social 
death” eerily fits with the unknown, unlamented death of the man in “The Grave of the Slave.”261 
The poem has an undercurrent of family importance because the tragedy of his death is not death 
itself, but that there is no one to bury him or grieve for him. The slave family appeared 
frequently as a structural theme or as a character in ‘Ada’s’ poems.  
Her next poem, “The Slave Girl’s Address to her Mother,” appeared the following week. 
Forten infused the power of experience, even fictional experience, to heighten the emotion of the 
poem and to challenge those living in freedom to recognize the contradiction of slavery in a 
democracy. This recalls Hannah More’s challenge to the British who claimed to uphold the love 
of liberty, yet Forten took the voice of the slaves rather than a distant figure like More: 
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 Torn from our home, our kindred, and our friends, 
 […] No heart feels for the poor, the bleeding slave;  
 No arm is stretched to rescue and to save. 
 Oh! ye who boast of Freedom’s sacred claims, 
 Do ye not blush to see our galling chains; 
 To hear that sounding word – ‘that all are free’ –  
 When thousands groan in helpless slavery?262  
 
Placing herself in the poem lent greater authority to Forten’s recounting of being “torn from our 
home” and to her impassioned questioning of the reader who might be apathetic to the 
abolitionist cause. In contrast, More laid her accusations from the position of the narrator outside 
of (yet still emotionally invested in) the actual experience of the slave. In a way More established 
her authority to speak by taking the voice of one looking down (in objective justice) upon the 
scene in horror at the unnatural, moral wrong of slavery.263 Instead of proclaiming injustice from 
a removed point of view, Forten authenticated her accusations against slavery and those who let 
it continue by taking the voice of someone experiencing its wrongs firsthand. Forten referenced 
the violence of slavery (“the bleeding slave”) to heighten the absurdity of supporting slavery or 
remaining silent about it, thereby further substantiating her accusations. 
Jeannine DeLombard analyzes the use of “the trope of the trial” in antebellum abolitionist 
literature and how this rhetorical tool demonstrated the “legal spectatorship” of the Jacksonian 
era.264 While the poem does not overtly refer to a courtroom model, Forten halted the address to 
the mother to accuse those who idly sit by while “thousands groan in helpless slavery.”265 
DeLombard bases her analysis on examples such as Frederick Douglass’s second narrative, My 
Bondage, My Freedom, in which he set himself as the witness testifying against slaveholders as 
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the defendants.266 Instead of taking the role as witness, the narrator (the slave girl) becomes the 
prosecutor (like Yearsley) accusing not simply the slaveholder but those who claim to love 
freedom. The questioning follows the pattern established in Yearsley, More, and Wheatley, yet 
Forten’s forcefulness more closely resembled Yearsley’s style. Yearsley inserted her own voice 
in the poem narrative as the prosecutor daring the defendant (the slave trader) to “speak, astound 
the voice of justice!”267 She continued with taunting the slave trader to “bid thy tears to melt the 
unpitying power” (perhaps the jury) knowing that it would be to no avail. She called him to 
recognize his guilt as if delivering the key evidence condemning him.  
Yearsley’s questioning perhaps had a sharper edge than Forten’s verse, but the figure on 
the stand in Forten’s poem was not the slave trader, but the one who had passively stood by and 
let slavery continue. Therefore, while the tone is less severe, the accusation is still of notable 
strength especially since the defendant is not the slaveholder. She similarly employed Yearsley’s 
tactic of placing the guilt and shame before the accused in declaring that she or he should “blush 
to see [the] galling chains” of slavery.268  
Antislavery poetry provided a way for abolitionists to hold a mirror to the reader 
regarding the contradiction of loving personal freedom yet ignoring the enslavement of a race of 
people. She intensifies the subtler questioning that Wheatley employed in her poem “To the 
Right Honorable Earl of Dartmouth.” Perhaps the safety (and imagined authenticity) of a 
pseudonym emboldened Forten to challenge the reader into sympathetic action. Although she 
attributes the coming emancipation to God’s deliverance, the poem also stirs the reader (most 
likely already sympathetic to the abolitionist cause) to feel and identify with the separation of 
enslavement in such a way as to hope for abolition and, more importantly, support its cause.  
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While “The Grave of the Slave” lamented the death of “the poor slave” from a distanced 
perspective, Forten narrated the poem as the slave girl, thus taking the poem to a greater 
emotional depth. The girl tells her mother not to weep, “though [their] lot be hard and [they] are 
helpless,” because “God will be [their] guard” and will bring them to freedom.269 The sadness 
and pain of the poem resides in the separation of the family from their homeland and from their 
kin. However, she echoed the formulaic structure of More and Yearsley in carrying a persevering 
hope that God will “Bid us rise from slavery and live.”270 The emphasis on the separated slave 
family recalls the shared poetic tools employed by More, Yearsley, and Wheatley.271 Forten’s 
verse also referenced Wheatley’s poetic telling of being taken from her African homeland in 
order to intensify the experience of being ripped from not only from her birthplace, but also from 
the humanity that having a homeland yields.  
A few months passed before Forten’s third poem graced the pages of The Liberator, and 
it employed the same tools of placing the separated slave family at the center of the emotional 
focus of the poem. Key to this symbolism was the lone slave figure trapped in slavery. In “Past 
Joys” and “The Grave of the Slave” she presented the isolation of a slave as the tragedy and 
wrong of slavery. The importance of kin networks has been discussed widely in the 
historiography of slavery, and here in Forten’s poetry is evidence to how abolitionists used 
symbols of kin for their cause.272  Similarly to Yearsley’s connections between Luco (the male 
head of the family) and his bride, Incilanda, Forten created a family (although the characters are 
unnamed) that becomes separated yet somehow bound together in spirit.273 The poem moves the 
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reader to identify with the grief and pain of the slave and how “he must feel – How hard it is to 
part from all he lov’d.” The reader must imagine the depth of sorrow he must endure knowing 
that “the mother, wife, or child he loved, he ne’er shall see again.”274 Unlike the somewhat 
hopeful end in the “Grave of the Slave,” and certainly in contrast with the promise of freedom in 
Yearsley and More, “Past Joys” has a haunting, unfinished closing stanza:  
His home – ah! that lov’d name recalls 
All that was dear to him;  
But these were scenes he’ll know no more, - 
He only feels they’ve been.275 
 
The man in this poem resigns himself to the reality that he will never return to his homeland, and 
he will only see his family in his memories. The despairing incompletion of this poem reflects 
the growing animosity against abolitionism and persistence of the institution of slavery 
contributing to a growing sense of the difficult and long road to freedom.  
“Past Joys” indicates a shift in antislavery poetry from Yearsley and More. Forten’s 
poems focused upon the slave experience while the others dedicated many of their lines to the 
slave trader and the act of trafficking. Although Yearsley and More created much longer works 
of poetry that were published as a single volume as opposed to Forten’s newspaper poems, they 
gave far greater emphasis to the illogical nature of slavery than to the emotional experience. 
Sarah Forten also charged the reader with idly supporting slavery while defending her or his own 
liberty thus making use of logical reasoning, yet the emotional separation of family and the 
isolated state of slavery received more attention in her poems. Granted, all four poets (More, 
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Yearsley, Wheatley, and Forten) employ similar tools of the enslaved experience (thus 
confirming a shared resource of language and rhetoric), yet Forten uses this tool as the 
foundation of her attack upon slavery.  
In April 1831, Forten wrote “The Slave,” which would have resonated deeply with the 
free African American community as well as recalling the language of liberty from the American 
Revolution. She challenged those who have neglected to take up the cause of the slave, having 
forgotten that “bondage had once been their lot,” despite having “bled and died” for freedom.276 
Having a heritage of enslavement, yet being born into freedom, Forten wrote with felt experience 
in this poem, calling upon an understanding of oneness based on race as well as American 
patriotism in order to connect her audience to the slave. Her father had fought in the 
Revolutionary War, not as a slave but as a patriot, and so there was a generation still living who 
had fought in the name of freedom against the slavery of Britain (as well as those who had 
fought in the War of 1812).277 While she would not have been laying a charge against her father 
(who was highly involved in the radical abolitionist movement), her poem addresses those who 
ignore the plight of the slave and the continued contradiction of American freedom coexisting 
with slavery.  
The poem ends with a direct question of the country, not just those who had been in 
bondage: “For oh! My country, must it be? That they still find a foe in thee?”278 The question did 
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not hold a tone of disloyalty but one of patriotism in recognizing that her countrymen had won 
freedom and achieved “deeds of glory” worthy of praise. With sectional crises and legal cases, 
like Commonwealth v. Aves, revealing tensions between free states and slave states, for Forten 
(as expressed in the poem), the threat to the country was the continuance and spread of the 
institution of slavery. So her closing question (the answer left unresolved until the country rids 
itself of the “foe” of slavery) utilized the rhetorical tools established in antislavery literature that 
highlights the illogic of allowing the enslavement of others yet demanding freedom for oneself.  
The love of freedom that Americans shared Echoing Wheatley (as well as More and 
Yearsley) in placing the love of freedom and the reality of enslavement side by side, Forten’s 
poem fits well within a transatlantic network of antislavery language.  This poem relies heavily 
upon the established tools of antislavery poetry consistent with the late eighteenth century thus 
showing the endurance of abolitionist language and poetic strategy. Forten alluded to the 
expectation of abolitionists that all enslaved individuals held a natural desire for freedom. The 
slave in this poem remains unnamed and locked in the darkness of slavery, despairing that “he 
can ne’er be free; to feel that his is doomed to be a life, and death, of slavery.”279 Forten assumed 
that freedom was “dearest to his heart,” and therefore those who knew “the sweets of freedom” 
had to care and fight for the slave to be in his or her natural state. The natural state of freedom 
contrasting with the unnatural state of slavery featured prominently throughout antislavery 
literature as well as in legal arguments against slavery.  
4.2  “No evil […] so great as the abuse of man’s liberty”: Philadelphia and Inequality 
For the free black population in Philadelphia (of which Sarah Forten was a highly 
connected member), the sweet hope and realization of freedom became embittered by racial 
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prejudice and inequality. In 1837, the Pennsylvania Abolition Society released a report of data 
that its agents had gathered on the state of free African Americans living in Philadelphia and the 
surrounding areas. 280 The society estimated, by the findings of the agents as well as the 1830 
census, that there were 18,768 black men and women living in Philadelphia and in the districts 
around the city.281 The 1830 U.S. Census counted 15,624 people in the “nonwhite” population, 
so the number that the agents determined factored in the population increase in seven years.282 In 
the 1840 Census, the number had risen to 19,833. Therefore, the report’s estimates were very 
close to the government’s determinations and point to the commitment to accuracy that the PAS 
held.283 The report illuminated certain inequalities in employment for these individuals. 
Although James Forten was highly successful and respected by both the black and white 
communities for his effective and respectable business dealings, his position was quite rare.284 
For most African-Americans in Philadelphia, employment was limited to “the most menial 
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services and severest labors,” yet, according to those polled by the PAS agents, racial prejudice 
stood in the way for black men to secure an apprenticeship to learn a higher trade.285 The low-
paying jobs that they were able to secure often did not cover the costs of living in the city 
resulted in high levels of poverty, particularly amongst black women acting as the heads of 
households.286  
For free people of color, their place in American society was restrained at numerous 
levels, and although the Fortens were financially successful and stable, they would have 
witnessed and experienced the legal restrictions that William Yates recounts in his book of the 
status of free African Americans published in Philadelphia in 1838, such as the barring of 
African Americans from public schooling and voting.287 The black population of Philadelphia 
not only faced economic hardship, limited social capital, and disenfranchisement, but also 
attacks in political cartoons exaggerating and parodying the dress and speech of the black middle 
class.288 Edward Clay’s series of cartoons in the late 1820s, “Life in Philadelphia,” used dialect 
and flashy clothing for his caricatures to show that they did not belong in white society and 
insinuated an intellectual (or at least linguistic) inferiority.289 The PAS worked to improve the 
condition of the black population (both free and enslaved) and to condemn with evidence such 
prejudices. 290  Abolitionists also created volumes demonstrating individual talent to challenge 
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the root of racism against black people, as in the case of Phillis Wheatley.291 Fighting against the 
reality of inequality and race-based slavery required both the statistical, scientific data that the 
PAS pursued as well as sympathetic literature that sought to strike an emotional chord to inspire 
action. 
Sarah Forten, well-aware of these prejudices as an informed free black woman in 
Philadelphia, not only used poetry to combat slavery and inequality, but she also created prose 
under the name of “Magawisca.” Her work, “The Abuses of Liberty,” appeared in The Liberator 
on March 26, 1831.292 She spoke of the appalling inequality between white and black, and 
included in her attack on slavery the withholding of liberty from the free black population as 
well. She clearly stated in this piece why she specified white and black, and not slave and free:  
I know no evil under […] Heaven, so great as the abuse of man’s liberty; and no 
where has this vice a more extensive sway, than in this boasted land of Philanthropy, that 
offers to every white man the right to enjoy life, liberty, and happiness. I say every white 
man, because those who cannot shew a fair exterior, (no matter what be the noble 
qualities of their mind,) are to be robbed of the rights by which they were endowed by an 
all-wise and merciful Creator [...]293   
 
She outlined similar arguments regarding the cruelty of family separation that features 
strongly in her poetry as well as contrasting the “land of Philanthropy” and generous liberty with 
the reality of the deprivation of assumed rights of black people. The piece’s closing calls the free, 
white population to “awake from [their] lethargy” and “cast off the yoke from the oppressed.” 
She grounded her reasoning for full liberty for all in natural law or inherent rights as well as in 
her belief that God will “send freedom” and who “created all men free and equal […] who made 
the sun to shine on the black man as well as the white.”294 The allusion to the sun’s rays echoes 
Hannah More’s lines in Slavery: A Poem, yet More’s reference questions why the “bright 
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intellectual Sun” does not shine the light of freedom on all, an inequality that Forten describes 
throughout this piece.295 
4.3 “Dare to be good”: Women and Abolition 
In addition to her literary contributions against slavery and racial inequality, Sarah Forten 
also served as a founding member of the Philadelphia Female Anti-Slavery Society (PFASS). 
The group formed in December 1833 as the female branch of the American Anti-Slavery 
Society, and they continued to fight for rights of freedmen until the passage of the Fifteenth 
amendment.296 Coming out of the sectional crisis regarding slavery leading to the Missouri 
Compromise of 1820, radical abolitionists who promoted immediate emancipation and full 
equality for black people faced mounting opposition from slavery’s defenders (and racism in the 
North).297 Not only did resistance grow against American abolitionists but also in response to the 
British emancipation act, which many slaveholders viewed as a conspiracy.298 The racial tensions 
in the North The PFASS entered the abolitionist arena in an entirely different context than the 
early period of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society discussed in the previous chapter.299  
Transatlantic abolitionism held an established place in public discourse in the 1820s and 
1830s; however, this stage yielded determined opposition. Seymour Drescher explains that the 
1830s revealed stark contrasts in the reception of antislavery discourse between the British 
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movement, in which abolitionists enjoyed a role "as the voice of the British people," and the 
American movement, in which abolitionists came to be "linked to everything that was subversive 
of their nation and their society."300 Although British abolitionism had secured important 
milestones in hastening immediate emancipation, the antislavery fight in America had to 
strengthen its language and obtain popular support in the midst of fierce opposition. Although 
organizations were rapidly forming in the U.S., the voices in defense of slavery rose in 
increasing number and strength, which cast a daunting shadow over the hopes and strategies of 
radical abolitionists, particularly in the 1820s and 1830s.   
The PFASS featured an interracial membership of influential women in Philadelphia, 
including Sarah Forten’s sisters and mother and Lucretia Mott, a prominent Quaker and family 
friend of the Fortens. The interracial composition of the PFASS became a point of serious 
contention between Philadelphian society and abolitionists. In May 1838, a riotous mob 
surrounded the meeting hall where the PFASS (and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society) met and 
then burned it. The mob reacted to the “amalgamation” or mixing of black and white 
abolitionists, thereby revealing the difficult negotiations of race that abolitionists navigated.301 
Even before the fire, more “timid Philadelphia abolitionists,” (according to Lucretia Mott) were 
resistant to holding public, interracial meetings when William Lloyd Garrison visited in 1834. 
Mott however attended an event at the Forten’s home and hoped that the cause was “certainly 
making rapid progress.”302 
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Following the events of May 1838, the more conservative president of the Pennsylvania 
Abolition Society (which was not an interracial group until the 1840s) encouraged the PFASS to 
segregate rather than risk further violence from broader society.303 Lucretia Mott, the society’s 
president, decided to host a tea for her fellow abolitionists – both white and black – as a way of 
ignoring that suggestion. 304  The PFASS faced these challenges against interracial cooperation 
not only from Philadelphian society but also from within the broader antislavery network. While 
radical abolitionists like the Fortens and the Motts saw the benefit and necessity of removing 
race from the activist equation, other abolitionists did not hold the same view. This point of 
contention not only illuminates the difficulty facing black abolitionists to assert their place in 
promoting freedom, but also highlights the wide spectrum of viewpoints represented in the 
transatlantic abolition movement.  
As the female branch of the American Anti-Slavery Society, it is fitting to include the 
language of this society's printed constitution. The constitution's preamble quotes the Declaration 
of Independence and also echoes the revolutionary rhetoric characteristic of the late eighteenth 
century antislavery (as with the , thus solidifying the importance that abolitionists placed on this 
rhetoric:  
Whereas our national existence is based upon this principle, as recognized in the 
Declaration of Independence, 'that all men are created equal, and that they are endowed 
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights' […] nearly one-sixth of the nation are 
held in bondage by their fellow citizens […]we believe it the duty and interest of masters 
[to] immediately emancipate their slaves […] and whereas we believe that it is 
practicable through appeals to the consciences [of the] people, to awaken a public 
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sentiment throughout the nation, that will be opposed to the continuance of slavery in any 
part of the republic.305        
 
The American Anti-Slavery Society promised to secure equality for "fellow citizens” in 
contrast to those whom Sarah Forten challenged in “The Slave” that celebrated their own 
achievement of freedom yet neglected the slave. As an interracial society, they also sought the 
equality of the black population (both free and enslaved). Resolving to “awaken public 
sentiment” echoes Forten’s wake-up call in “The Abuses of Liberty” for the public to “cast off 
the yoke from the oppressed” and to defend the principle that “all men [are] free and equal.”306 
At their founding meeting, the women of the PFASS similarly determined that creating a 
society would "more effectively aid in relieving the oppression of our fellow creatures."307 As a 
group of women in an age of separate sphere ideology, creating a society of women with a 
political goal as the basis, they would need to tread carefully so as to establish their right to form. 
They established such a justification by citing two men, Samuel May (from New York) and 
Nathaniel Southard (from Boston), who declared that the society would give "important 
assistance [in] removing the evil of slavery" that would be appropriate for their gender.308 Other 
such societies of women continued to form throughout the 1830s, thereby confirming that such 
activities (according to abolitionists) were beneficial to the movement and a proper way for 
women to become involved. In Massachusetts, there were 41 antislavery associations of women 
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out of 183 groups between 1838 and 1841.309 In the minutes of the PFASS, the women reference 
letters from other female societies, such as from their counterparts in Brooklyn and Boston in 
1836.310 Instances such as these indicate that the female involvement in abolitionism was not rare 
but rather widespread and interconnected.  
Female abolitionists negotiated the balance in entering the political sphere through the 
cause of abolition while having to operate in the limits of separate sphere ideology. Lucretia 
Mott, one of the founding members of the PFASS, addressed the right of women to participate in 
social reform and promoting causes of justice on December 17, 1849, saying that "women as 
well as men are interested in these works of justice and mercy […] Why should not woman seek 
to be a reformer?"311 In this rhetorical question, Mott illuminates a poignant truth of women 
abolitionists: that in order to fight for the rights and freedom of others, women first had to 
establish their right to do so. Mott’s sermon echoes a poem that Sarah Forten wrote in 1834 
(again published in The Liberator but originally printed in The Lowell Observer), which called 
women to stand up for one another regardless of race and to “dare to be good […] despite the 
taunts of envy, scorn, and hate.”312 The editor’s brief introduction to the poem does not reveal 
Forten’s identity, but does applaud the “young and intelligent lady of color [who has] forced the 
respect even of those who would wish to crush the people of color” and expressed hope that “her 
appeal may not be in vain!”313 She describes how moral, Christian action “befits a lovely 
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woman’s heart,” which Mott later reasoned in her address. Both Mott and Forten took a 
conservative, evangelical position towards women’s involvement yet still fought for the right to 
take part the cause of abolition. 
The reaction of abolitionist men to women’s involvement in the transatlantic abolition 
movement varied but saw particular difference between Britain and America. In 1840, at the 
World Anti-Slavery Convention in London, the women who had traveled to attend (including 
Lucretia Mott) were removed from the floor of the convention hall and had to listen behind a 
curtain to the proceedings.314 One of the British delegates, Daniel O’Connell responded in a 
letter to Lucretia Mott’s questioning of why the women were excluded. Although he lamented 
their exclusion (mostly because they made such a long trip when they should have just stayed in 
America), he explained that allowing women to sit as delegates would have been foreign and 
highly unusual in England.315 He intimates that it was common for women to participate in 
abolition conventions in America thus revealing a clear line of distinction between the British 
and American movements. Additionally, his letter illuminates the hesitancy that more 
conservative abolitionists held with regards to women abolitionists. He cites a “peaceable 
struggle to abolish slavery,” that he felt could not be achieved by challenging all societal 
limitations of rights.316 The convention in London and the sentiments echoed by O’Connell 
reveal the barriers and restricted social constructions women abolitionists navigated to fight 
oppression of others and later of themselves. The inclusion of women in the abolitionist 
movement would not lead automatically to the complete removal of the spheres, and the 
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women's rights movement would struggle against this ideology for decades to come. However, 
their place in the abolition movement represented an important step in the development of a 
political voice for women.  
While some men resisted efforts to include women who asserted their place in the 
movement, others (particularly African American men) defended women in their right to 
participate. In 1836, James Forten Jr. (Sarah’s brother) addressed the society and encouraged 
them to continue their work despite resistance to their involvement as well as general resistance 
to abolitionism:  "Cease not to do as you are now doing, notwithstanding the invidious frowns 
that may be cast upon your efforts; regard not these - for bear in mind that the future of the 
prosperity of the nation rests upon the successful labors of Abolitionists."317 The PFASS 
certainly agreed with his statement and decided to print and distribute his speech to the public to 
assert their right to speak on behalf of the oppressed and to promote the cause of abolition.318 
Frederick Douglass similarly joined in praising the women of Philadelphia who fought for 
abolition in his newspaper The North Star. In an article from the June 15, 1849 issue, Douglass 
celebrated the society for “devoting their energies to improve the condition and character of the 
oppressed at the North, as well as to the freedom of the enslaved at the South.”319 
The American Anti-Slavery Society and the PFASS sought to combine their efforts to 
reconfigure the hostile sentiment towards abolition. In light of the massive resistance to 
American abolitionism, employing such a strategy held great importance. The PFASS employed 
this strategy through publishing materials, as with James Forten's speech, as well as putting on 
the Philadelphia Fair, which served a dual purpose in bringing the abolitionist cause to the public 
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and raising money for the various abolitionist societies.320 In 1836, the society voted to appoint 
Mary Moore and Sarah Pugh to host a "public sale" that would advance "the interests of the 
society."321 Fundraising efforts by female antislavery societies contributed a great deal to the 
American abolitionist movement, even funding Frederick Douglass's newspaper.322 The society 
put forward advertising campaigns in newspapers and printed notices to encourage women to sell 
products and to attract people to the fair. 323  As Julie Roy Jeffrey has outlined, the women 
combined abolitionist rhetoric against slavery with promises of beautiful items to buy.324 
Through these fairs, which proved to be quite successful and important sources of vital financial 
support to abolitionist societies, the PFASS (along with other female societies) established itself 
as a vital component to abolitionism. Yet these fairs were not without their trials. Since the 
PFASS was an interracial group, the women often met with resistance for having black members. 
Frederick Douglass published an account in The North Star of the fair in 1849 of how the 
proprietor of the building where the fair would be held tried to stop them from having the fair 
upon seeing the black members. It was only when he knew that white members were also hosting 
the fair that he agreed to let it proceed.325  
4.4 Family or Freedom?: Commonwealth v. Aves 
As abolitionist societies continued to fight to sway public opinion through printed 
literature and public fairs, freedom suits still remained an integral part of abolitionist strategy. 
With the potential for an immediate emancipation, freedom through the courts bolstered 
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antislavery literary efforts in providing moments of victory to spread to the public. The growing 
number of Northern free states raised serious questions of how southern slave relationships 
would be treated in the North. Even with the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793 (which provided for the 
return of fugitives upon authorization of a magistrate) and the fugitive slave clause in Article IV 
Section 2, there still remained a degree of ambiguity regarding respect of the laws between free 
and slave states. The contextual ambiguity in Jacksonian America with regard to comity of laws 
recalls the ambiguity of the slave in England surrounding the Somerset case. Massachusetts had 
already established that its citizens could not hold slaves through an interpretation of the state’s 
1780 constitution in the case of Quock Walker in 1783.326 Article I of the 1780 Constitution 
stated that “all men are born free and equal, and have certain natural, essential, and unalienable 
rights;” language that became the vehicle for Walker’s freedom and led to the abolition of 
slavery in Massachusetts.327 The establishment of Massachusetts as a free state still left 
unresolved the question of how a slave-master relationship of a southern citizen would be treated 
in Massachusetts - the issue at hand in 1836 in Commonwealth v. Aves. 
In a similar way that antislavery leaders took up the cause of James Somerset, Boston 
abolitionists (initiated largely by the Boston Female Anti-Slavery Society) learned of the 
situation of Med, a six year old slave girl, was held presumably against her will by Thomas 
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Aves.328 Unlike Somerset, however, Med had never attempted to escape and most likely had not 
expressed with adequate conviction that she wanted to be free. Regardless, Levin Harris 
petitioned for a writ of habeas corpus against Thomas Aves to “shew the cause of the taking and 
detaining of the said Med.”329 The actions of these abolitionists recall the language of antislavery 
poets (particularly Forten’s “The Slave”) who similarly believed that all enslaved individuals 
(even if only six years old) held a natural desire for freedom. Yet petitioning for Med’s freedom 
would mean separation from her mother, a situation that abolitionists frequently described as one 
of the great wrongs of slavery. In taking up Med’s case, the abolitionists involved in a way chose 
the natural assumption of freedom over family as the more important element of the language 
and argument of abolition.  
Thomas Aves was not Med’s owner, but the father of her owner’s wife. Her owner was a 
man named Samuel Slater from Louisiana, whose wife, Mary Slater, had brought Med to Boston 
and left her in Aves’ care while she took a side trip to Roxbury.330 As a citizen of Louisiana, and 
Slater’s ownership of Med was recognized and protected in Louisiana law, but Aves was a 
citizen of the free state of Massachusetts, and therefore could not hold a slave. Recalling the 
issue in Somerset v. Stewart, there arose a conflict of laws between a place that protected slavery 
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and a place that had abolished it.331 A key fact in the Med case, in contrast to Somerset, was that 
Slater intended to return to Louisiana with Med in continuance of their established relationship. 
Additionally, since Med’s mother (still in Louisiana) was also Slater’s slave, Slater was also her 
“legal guardian,” giving him more authority over her.332 Aves’ return on the writ argued that 
Aves acted as Slater’s agent and therefore had the same guardianship over Med. The fact that 
Med was not a fugitive supported this extension of lawful guardianship, yet it also presented a 
problem for Aves.  
Since Massachusetts lacked specific statutes protecting traveling slave owners, the only 
provision for honoring the master-slave relationship was the Fugitive Slave clause.333 Therefore, 
Benjamin Curtis, counsel for Aves, relied heavily upon the theory of comity to justify Aves’ 
holding of Med. Curtis, who would later become a Supreme Court Justice (for only six terms), 
maintained a position of opposition to slavery, yet not at the expense of comity.334 Essentially, 
the principle of comity honors moral contracts made in another state (or foreign nation) as long 
as that contract is indeed moral and in no way damaging to the citizenry.335 Curtis proposed that 
as property, slaves “had no locality” because they were “moveable property.” 336 Therefore, the 
laws of Louisiana allowing slavery had to be upheld in this case because Med’s status as a slave 
remained attached to her original relationship to Slater, unaffected by her no locale in 
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Massachusetts. This opposed the language of abolition that asserted full personhood and 
denounced slavery’s attempts to turn a person into a price.  
Ellis Gray Loring, counsel for Harris, challenged Curtis’ argument of comity by pointing 
out the lack of reciprocity of respect that southern states had for northern laws. Comity also 
upholds a system of reciprocity, meaning that if one state honors the laws of the other state, the 
latter state should extend the same treatment to the former. He argued that free black citizens of 
Massachusetts were not protected in southern states (especially after the passage of the Negro 
Seaman Act), and therefore slaveholders’ view of comity was not reciprocal.  
We have no slaves in Massachusetts in regard to whom we can ask the exercise of 
the same comity which is claimed of us for the South. Nay, the comity which is 
due to freemen is not extended to us by the slaveholding states [...] Throughout 
the slave states color furnishes a presumption of slavery, and a free colored citizen 
of Massachusetts, if found at the South, may be called on to prove affirmatively 
his freedom or be sold into slavery.337 
 
Not only did Loring’s argument attempt to diminish the validity of Curtis’ claims to comity of 
law, but it also upholds a language of rights echoing antislavery poetry. In contrast to 
abolitionists’ view that every individual holds a natural expectation of freedom and therefore 
should receive it, slaveholding states held “a presumption of slavery” of black men and women. 
Loring’s argument affirms free black citizenship in Massachusetts and rights “due to freemen” 
that connects with Forten’s assertions of liberty in “The Abuses of Liberty” (as well as Article I 
of the 1780 Massachusetts constitution).    
Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw’s decision, delivered on August 27, 1836, ruled that 
Massachusetts’ law could not support the existence of slavery “because it is contrary to natural 
right, and repugnant to numerous provisions of the constitution and laws.” 338  Such a local law 
could not “be exercised or recognized” in Massachusetts, and therefore the slave girl Med would 
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be henceforth free. Additionally, Massachusetts did not have a safe transit law for slaveholders, 
which gave further justification to his rationale that slavery was illegal in the state.339 In response 
to the issue of the fugitive slave clause, Shaw reasoned that only in cases involving fugitive 
slaves would Massachusetts uphold the slave-master relationship, which still left a degree of 
ambiguity as to whether or not an enslaved individual was a fugitive.340 He similarly upheld the 
legacy of Somerset in determining that the law of Massachusetts was “analogous to the law of 
England” and therefore Lord Mansfield’s opinion regarding positive law would hold in this case. 
Based on Shaw’s connection to Somerset, this individual case fits within a transatlantic pursuit of 
freedom. Both cases involved the activism of abolitionists and to the language of abolition. In 
Commonwealth v. Aves, the themes of the slave family and a natural desire or expectation of 
freedom found in antislavery literature were weighed against one another. Med’s emancipation 
and the arguments made on her behalf indicates that freedom held greater importance and weight 
than family. While abolitionists, expressed in antislavery poetry, listed many wrongs of slavery, 
overall their primary concern was freedom itself.  
4.5 Conclusion 
Although Forten seemed poised to achieve more recognition and acclaim as an 
antislavery activist, her marriage to Joseph Purvis and resignation to the domestic sphere in 1838 
brought her career to a sudden stop.341 Julie Winch designates this screeching halt to the 
limitations of gender in the 1830s, reminiscent of the conservatism within Hannah More’s and 
Ann Yearsley’s presentation of feminine sensibility in the poems several decades earlier. Despite 
the short length of her career, she wrote prolifically in that timeframe and captured the emotion 
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and shared language of transatlantic abolitionism. The language of her poetry traversed radical 
abolitionist strategies of sentiment and law that reveals the scope of abolitionist strategy. Her 
experience as a free African-American woman in Philadelphia influenced her verse and prose 
indicating how abolitionist literature interacted with the social dynamics of race and gender. The 
recurrence of separation from family and the natural hope of freedom connects her work to 
Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, and Phillis Wheatley, thus portraying a transatlantic network of 
antislavery language.   
5  “HAVE I BEEN FORGOTTEN” 
Have I been forgotten 
In this hole […] 
Paying the price, 
enslaved submission […] 
In an effort to survive 
I try to believe  
that maybe you 
remember me. 342 
 
 The haunting question in this poem highlights the continued reality that slavery is 
“social death,” meaning that slavery reduces the personhood of an individual and forcibly 
removes any familial or social attachment she or he once held.343 There has not been a break in 
the existence of slavery since the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment, as public memory might 
suggest. Rather, slaveholders (now called traffickers) have adopted different forms of 
exploitation and uncompensated, forced labor.344 Amber Morris, author of this 2014 poem 
(“Sold”), encapsulated the theme of freedom characteristic to antislavery poetry of the Atlantic 
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World. The poem is included in a collection of poetry, prose, and art to benefit the international 
antislavery organization, Love146 (formed in 2002).345 Created for the specific purpose of 
promoting and benefitting this work through antislavery poetry, “Sold” adds to contributions of 
preceding poets to the cause of abolition. Recalling Sarah Forten’s tragic representation of the 
separation from all relationship and the slave’s assumed desire for freedom in “The Grave of the 
Slave,” Morris imagined herself as a forgotten slave longing for the day of rescue.346 Although 
the legal system of Atlantic slavery differs widely from the underground, global forms of modern 
slavery, antislavery language allows for a comparative connection between the two.  
The ambiguous and illicit nature of modern slavery as opposed to the Atlantic slave 
system, which was legally sanctioned and maintained,  has catalyzed a wealth of awareness 
campaigns and government initiatives dedicated to showing that “slavery still exists.”347 The 
language of the transatlantic abolition movement focused on themes of family and a natural 
expectation of freedom based in moral and natural law in order to establish the inherent wrong of 
slavery. For modern abolitionists, this language and thought has become the reigning mindset 
with global condemnation of slavery.348 The challenge that faced antislavery poets like Hannah 
More, Ann Yearsley, Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah Forten to stir sentiment to agree that the 
commodification of a race of people was morally wrong and should be illegal no longer features 
as an obstacle for modern abolition and abolitionist literature. However, unlike the clearly 
defined system of slavery in the Atlantic World, the global and indiscriminate scope of slavery 
(or human trafficking) creates a seemingly insurmountable task of prosecution and emancipation. 
Additionally, the multiplicity of forms of modern-day slavery and forced labor has 
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problematized the definition of slavery and forced labor. This epilogue will begin with a brief 
analysis of the definition of modern slavery and statistical data exploring its global scope. Then I 
will further discuss the connections in language between antislavery movements.  
In 2000, the United Nations created the Palermo Protocol to “prevent and combat” 
trafficking on a global scale, “paying particular attention to women and children.”349 The 
Protocol amended the 1926 Slavery Convention of the League of Nations to expand its definition 
and alter the language to be more inclusive and representative of the conditions of forced labor. 
The Slavery Convention  defined “slavery” as:  
[…] the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers 
attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.  – The slave trade includes all 
acts involved in the capture, acquisition or disposal of a person with intent to 
reduce him to slavery; all acts involved in the acquisition of a slave with a view to 
selling or exchanging him.350  
 
In this definition, which is still a part of international law, the language suggests that 
slavery is the removal of an individual’s “right” to self-ownership and identity. It also implies 
that enslavement and the trade in slaves involve the alteration of an individual’s identity to a 
commodity. The issue of ownership recalls William Blackstone’s argument against slavery 
because it gave “an absolute and unlimited power [to] the master over the life and fortune of the 
slave.”351 The language in the 1926 definition uses the exertion of “any or all of the powers” 
thereby recalling Blackstone’s description of “absolute and unlimited power.”  
The convention agreed to condemn and prevent the reduction of a person to a thing to be 
exchanged or sold, which echoes Hannah More’s language that the sight of “MAN the traffic, 
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SOULS the merchandize” offended natural right.352  The language of the convention lacks the 
emotional argument in More’s poem simply because it is an international agreement, but the 
inclusion of the “intent to reduce him to slavery” suggests that the slave trade’s crime is the 
alteration of a person to “merchandize.” There are more immediate roots of the 1926 convention 
(such as international agreements in the Berlin Declaration of 1885 and the Brussels Act of 1890 
to condemn the slave trade), but its connection to Blackstone and natural law reveals the success 
of the transatlantic abolition movement in arguing that slavery was contrary to natural law or 
inherent rights.353 
The Palermo Protocol broadened the language of the 1926 convention to suppress all 
forms of exploitation, forced labor, and slavery. In the preamble, the protocol states that despite 
efforts to prevent exploitation, there was no “no universal instrument [addressing] all aspects of 
trafficking in persons.”354 The ambiguity surrounding modern-day slavery or human trafficking 
illustrates not only the enduring existence of slavery, but also references various forms of 
involuntary or indentured servitude. In Somerset v. Stewart, the counselors argued as to whether 
villeinage counted as a precedent for slavery, which (if it did) could have placed for Atlantic 
chattel slavery within English common law and denied Somerset’s claim to freedom.355  
However, Lord Mansfield’s decision (echoing William Blackstone) asserted that only positive 
law could allow for chattel slavery, thereby denying claims to such a connection between types 
of forced labor.356 Though the historical context between Somerset v. Stewart and the current 
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legal issue of defining and suppressing slavery, the struggle to understand the definition of 
slavery remains.  
International (and domestic) law has had to define and clarify the meaning of labor. The 
problem of defining forms of forced labor presents the question for abolitionists and international 
leaders as to whether the language of the definition should use “slavery” to encompass forced 
labor, exploitation, slave-like conditions, debt bondage, and human trafficking.357 The 2001 
Palermo Protocol uses the term “trafficking in persons” to describe the movement into or channel 
by which an individual becomes enslaved into forced labor.358 “Exploitation” serves to 
incorporate a variety of illicit, coerced labor practices that violate individual human rights.  
‘Trafficking in persons’ shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, 
harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or the use of force or other 
forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or 
of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits 
to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the 
purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation 
of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labor or 
services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of 
organs.359   
 
The definition not only enumerates forms of trafficking under the 1926 determination of 
slavery, but also expands the issues of the ownership of another person. Rather than having to 
prove that a person took or attempted to take “ownership” of an individual, this protocol asserted 
that “having control over another person” rather than ownership broadens the range of 
circumstances of forced labor. In a 2005 case heard before the European Court of Human Rights 
(Siliadin v. France), the court ruled that the phrase of “right of ownership” was necessary in 
determining an instance of slavery was meant for the traditional, chattel sense (meaning an 
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expressed or legal ownership).360 Chattel slavery persists, particularly in Northern and Western 
Africa, and is characterized by a “permanent servitude” rather than the frequently more 
temporary situations of forced labor.361 Therefore, reducing the definition to the exertion of 
“control” rather than an expressed ownership allows for more protection for victims of 
trafficking.  
The International Labor Organization (ILO) argues that the term “modern slavery” to 
define all types of what the Palermo Protocol calls “trafficking in persons,” problematizes an 
understanding of the levels of severity in forced labor. The ILO uses the term “forced labor,” 
which includes instances of true slavery.362 The reorientation in language from a singular 
definition of slavery to that of trafficking and forced labor does not deny the existence of actual 
conditions of slavery. Rather this more specific application of language aims to criminalize more 
types exploitative labor making prosecution of human trafficking, forced labor, and slavery 
possible when necessary. Kevin Bales, Zoe Trodd, and Alex Kent Williamson in their book, 
Modern Slavery: The Secret World of 27 Million People, prefer the term “modern slavery” and 
place forced labor under this banner. These authors also distinguish “human trafficking” as the 
process of enslavement rather than a type of slavery; however, the Polaris Project (which 
operates by a federal grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) uses the 
term “human trafficking” as a form of slavery.363  Additionally the U.S. Trafficking Victims 
Protection Act (signed into law in 2000 and a part of U.S. Code) defines “trafficking” as “a 
modern form of slavery” and as “a contemporary manifestation [of] the degrading institution of 
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slavery,” which the Thirteenth Amendment abolished.364 The inconsistency in appropriate 
terminology impacts the way in which researchers study and document slavery and how 
domestic and international governments suppress it.365  
This variegated application of language appears in antislavery (or anti-trafficking) 
organizations’ literature, which creates gaps in the network of abolitionist language. For 
abolitionists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the singular use of the term “slavery” in 
reference to the Atlantic system of African bondage did not necessitate further definition in 
literature. When abolitionists argued against the moral wrong of slavery and the slave trade, 
those reading their literature or hearing their arguments did not wonder about what type of 
slavery to which they referred. As seen in the poetry of More, Yearsley, Wheatley, and Forten, 
clearly describe African slavery and the transatlantic slave trade from the West African coast to 
the Americas. Kelli Lyon Johnson has analyzed the predominant use of the slave narrative in 
abolitionist literature against modern slavery in contrast to the traditional slave narrative. One of 
the key distinguishing features is the diversity of narrators for contemporary slave narratives.366 
The range of audience has also broadened, aided by increased accessibility through internet 
access, with international organizations and publications.367 The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in 
Persons Report structured the theme of its report to include narratives of victims of human 
trafficking and began the report with a purpose statement entitled, “The Journey from Victim to 
Survivor,” thus solidifying Johnson’s assertion of the predominance of the slave narrative.368 The 
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importance of voice and identity inherent to a slave narrative finds particular meaning amidst the 
ambiguity of terminology and the global prevalence of slavery. 
In addition to the task of defining slavery, there exists the need to determine the 
quantifiable reality of slavery. In 2012, the ILO estimated that 20.9 million people were “in 
forced labor […] trafficked for labor or sexual exploitation or held in slavery-like conditions.”369 
Estimates for the number of people held in slavery or bonded labor globally ranges from lower 
estimates of 20.9 million (the ILO’s determination) to as high as 27 million.370 The report found 
that women constituted 55% of this staggering statistic (about 11.4 million), hence international 
focus on the enslavement of women. The higher rates of trafficking in women and girls have 
focused the language of abolitionist literature toward the effects on women. Jean Allain argues 
that Palermo Protocol combines the legacy of abolition of the transatlantic slave trade with the 
“white slavery” movement of the early twentieth century.371 The movement against the “white 
slave trade” aimed to eliminate the selling and trading of prostitutes in Europe, and culminated in 
an agreement at the International Convention for the Suppression of White Traffic that 
criminalized prostitution and the “transborder” trafficking of women and girls for sexual 
exploitation.372 The protocol explicitly focuses (though not exclusively) upon the trafficking and 
exploitation of women and children. 
According to an ILO report in May 2014, Profits and Poverty: the Economics of Forced 
Labor, profits generated from forced labor stand at an estimated $150.2 billion, with $99 billion 
sourced from forced sexual exploitation and $51.2 billion from other forms of forced labor.373 
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For 2013, the U.S. Trafficking in Persons Report (TIP Report) estimated that there were 44,758 
enslaved individuals identified in specific trafficking cases. The TIP Report investigates not only 
the rate of individual trafficking cases, but also tracks the governmental policies of countries 
regarding protection, prevention, and prosecution. The Report ranks countries according to their 
adherence to minimum standards of trafficking legislation as well as the rate of prosecutions.374 
The global scale of slavery becomes clearer in this report and how the reported rank of every 
country begins with the country being either a source of and/or destination for human 
trafficking.375 The National Human Trafficking Resource Center (NHTRC), operated and 
initiated by the Polaris Project, counts the number of reported tips to the U.S. national hotline, 
which assists victims of or witnesses to trafficking to receive help. In 2014, there were 21,431 
calls and 5,042 actual reported cases of trafficking.376 Of the 5,042 reported cases of trafficking, 
4,155 involved female victims. Begun as a non-profit organization, the Polaris Project and the 
NHTRC provide the statistics of trafficking used by the U.S. government at the federal and state 
level. This number is significantly lower than estimates of a global enslaved population because 
it merely counts instances of identified victims in reported cases.377 Both the TIP Report and the 
results from the NHTRC hotline aim to understand the prevalence and scope of human 
trafficking in order to outline the most effective means to eliminate this global problem.  
While many antislavery organizations and government initiatives have focused attention 
upon understanding the quantifiable characteristics of modern slavery, antislavery literature has 
employed rhetorical themes reminiscent of prior abolition movement to understand and imagine 
the enslaved experience. The separation of families was a predominant theme in Atlantic 
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antislavery poetry in order to highlight the moral wrong of slavery, yet in modern-day 
antislavery poetry, family has been increasingly feminized largely due to the majority of women 
and girls held in bondage. However, antislavery poetry commonly featured female slave 
characters (as well as feminine ideals of liberty, reason, and nature) in order to stir sentiment 
particularly in representations of wives, mothers, and daughters. In  “The Slave Girl’s Address to 
Her Mother,” Sarah Forten as the daughter describes to her mother the heartbreaking fate that 
awaits them:  
Torn from our home, our kindred, and our friends, 
And in a stranger’s land, our days to end […] 
No arm is stretched to rescue and to save.378 
 
While the last line recalls the issue of silence and being forgotten in Amber Morris’ 
poem, Forten also highlights the intense, emotional suffering in being separated from family and 
home.  Echoing Forten’s characterization in this poem, the focus of modern abolitionist literature 
often centers upon the girl (the sister or the daughter) or the mother enslaved or forced into the 
sex industry.  
Abet Lardizabal, in a collection benefitting the abolitionist organization, Love146, wrote 
a poem entitled, “Lost Innocence,” which explains why human trafficking (mostly of women) 
makes her “so weak.”379 She highlights the problem of information for those who “could’ve been 
my MOMS, my LOLA, […] our COUSINS, their SONS, their DAUGHTERS.”380 Both Forten 
and Lardizabal place themselves in their poems, yet while Forten focuses on the separation from 
family and homeland, Lardizabal reimagines the unknown slave as a family member.381 Ann 
Yearsley called the slave trader to “bring on thy daughter to this market! bring thy wife,” forcing 
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the unnamed trader to imagine the enslavement of his own family member.382 These three 
poems, written by three women separated by geopolitical and sociohistorical boundaries, still 
share characteristics of antislavery language. Although the definition and scope of slavery (both 
geographically and demographically) has changed, the rhetorical tools employed by abolitionists 
of Atlantic slavery serve as a resource and foundation for antislavery literature against modern 
slavery. 
 The theme of family has also persisted in modern slave narratives in detailing familial 
attachment and physical separation, yet it has been adapted to include distortions of the family 
structure in the process of enslavement. Kelli Lyon Johnson, in her analysis of modern slave 
narratives, illustrates that the narrator will often begin with a description of his or her family 
background prior to becoming enslaved.383 This recalls Phillis Wheatley’s poem, “To the Right 
Honorable Earl of Dartmouth,” in which she recounts her family life prior to her capture and 
enslavement: “I, young in life, was snatch’d from Afric’s happy seat […] what sorrows labour in 
my parents’ breast?”384 Indeed, recounting a previous family situation was common in 
antislavery poetry, particularly against the slave trade, in order to emphasize the immorality of 
slavery. Thus, although a different literary form than poetry, modern slave narratives draw upon 
the a shared antislavery network of language, utilized in abolitionists efforts against Atlantic 
World slavery, and adapt it to the contemporary context. 
Laura T. Murphy collected slave narratives from victims of various forms of slavery and 
forced labor, some of which involve the rhetoric of family. In contrast to a positive reference or 
upholding of the ideal of family, there are instances of a reversal of familial attachment in which 
the slaveholder (or trafficker) creates a system of familial language in order to control the 
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enslaved individual. This is particularly prevalent in sex slavery in which a pimp will give 
himself the title of “daddy” or a female trafficker will give herself the title of “aunty.”385 
Although there are cases in which family members will sell an individual into slavery 
(sometimes intentionally but also unknowingly), traffickers have also used an individual’s family 
as leverage in order to force her or him into slavery.386  
A girl from Cambodia called “Sopheap” (a pseudonym used to protect her privacy and 
identity) recounts her enslaved experience in which she was forced to beg in Vietnam (her own 
aunt had sent her to work for the trafficker).387 In this begging system “Sopheap” had to account 
for the other trafficked children in groups of “families,” and if her “family” was unsuccessful in 
bringing in money, her “minders” would beat her. The perversion of the family and the rhetoric 
of family in this case diverge sharply from the rhetoric of true family in abolitionist literature. 
Yet traffickers will also threaten to harm an individual’s family as in the case of a woman called 
“F” from Albania whose enslavers threatened to kill her family or kidnap her sisters if she did 
not work as a prostitute in Italy.388 In her case, traffickers manipulated her true attachment to her 
family to force her to do what they wanted. Both “Sopheap” and “F” were taken into “a 
stranger’s land” seemingly without an “arm […] stretched out to rescue and to save.”389 The 
differences in the rhetoric of family, with “Sopheap’s” narrative featuring a distortion of familial 
structure and “F’s” detailing her desire to protect her family, illustrate the broad range of 
enslaved experiences, yet also provides a language framework to distinguish between 
experiences through a shared perspective. 
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Antislavery literature against the transatlantic slave trade (like in the poetry of More and 
Yearsley) used the separation of families to highlight the moral wrong of slavery and to lead the 
reader to imagine the tearing apart of her or his own familial attachments. Applying the language 
of transatlantic abolitionism of family separation and the protection of the family in natural (or 
human rights) law to this process of enslavement would generate a powerful statement. Even in 
cases of perverted familial structures, the comparison to genuine familial attachment presents a 
haunting contrast that would inspire action. Incorporating a language framework based upon the 
theme of family would also encapsulate various enslaved experiences, as the narratives collected 
by Laura T. Murphy have illustrated.  
The challenge of defining slavery and navigating the immensity of its scope across 
geopolitical boundaries and a various manifestations of slavery creates a need for abolitionists to 
utilize a shared framework of language. Modern antislavery poetry and slave narratives have 
incorporated the themes of freedom and family employed by Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, 
Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah Forten, thereby showing the connections in language across 
temporal boundaries. Although the challenges between these antislavery movements are 
radically different, their shared goal to eliminate slavery remains unchanged. These echoes of 
family and freedom convey a unity both with the transatlantic abolition movement but also in the 
current movement. Illuminating the shared language of transatlantic abolition will hopefully 
create greater unity in argument and language for the global, modern abolition movement. In 
closing, I must state my own commitment to seeing the end of slavery in all of its forms. While 
policing efforts, preventative education, and alleviation of global poverty serve far more direct 
and essential action, I hope to offer my research as a means for creating more effective and 
cohesive language through the example of poets who used words to fight slavery. 
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6  “AND WHEN THOU HAST TO HIGH PERFECTION WROUGHT THIS MIGHTY 
WORK”  
“[…] say, ‘such is Bristol’s soul.’ FINIS.” 390 Ann Yearsley closing lines signify the end 
of the “mighty work” of abolition and the new identity of freedom attached to Bristol.  The 
success of the transatlantic abolition movement in changing the moral and legal understanding of 
slavery is evidenced by the international condemnation of chattel slavery.391 Antislavery poetry 
greatly contributed to this alteration in the “soul” or perception of freedom in utilizing emotional 
verse to powerfully outline the moral wrong of slavery. Essential to the impact of antislavery 
poetry (and other forms of literature) was a shared network of language that connected the 
arguments and works of abolitionists across the Atlantic. The connections that this shared 
abolitionist language created presented a more cohesive and substantial (in number and content) 
attack on slavery. From the late eighteenth to mid nineteenth centuries in Britain and America, 
antislavery literature interacted with the sociohistorical contexts in which abolitionists produced 
their works. Antislavery poets incorporated in their poetry societal dynamics of law, gender, and 
race through shared themes of family, the assumed expectation of freedom, and legal references. 
These themes reflect the ways in which abolitionists claimed slavery violated natural, moral law 
and how these arguments reflected broader societal ideals. Antislavery poetry authenticates a 
shared language of transatlantic antislavery movements and proves to be an important source 
base from which to understand these movements. 
Exemplifying this shared language are four women poets of diverse social and temporal 
experiences within the Atlantic World. Hannah More, Ann Yearsley, Phillis Wheatley, and Sarah 
Forten employed, adapted, and reinforced the shared language between antislavery literature and 
                                                 
390
  Yearsley, Inhumanity, 30. 
391
  Bales, et. al, Modern Slavery, 146. 
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the law. Their poetry and individual experiences within their sociohistorical settings seen 
together have shown an inclusive portrait of transatlantic abolitionism. The historiography of 
abolition and slavery has for the most part neglected to use antislavery poetry as an important 
and reinforcing component of antislavery literature. Analysis of antislavery poetry has focused 
on the literary elements within the text but downplayed (or ignored) the connections to other 
forms of antislavery literature and the broader movement. While recent scholarship has revived 
attention to these four poets individually, they have not been analyzed together. Combining the 
analysis of their poetry together more sufficiently illustrates the important contributions that 
antislavery poetry offered to the transatlantic antislavery movement. Additionally, this 
comparative analysis indicates the interactions between literature and the law (seen in freedom 
suits, legislation, and legal texts) in effectively substantiating claims of the inherent legal and 
moral wrong of slavery.  
Including the study of antislavery poetry (particularly across geopolitical and temporal 
boundaries) enhances the historiography of abolition in signifying the language of transatlantic 
antislavery literature and revealing the interactions between abolitionists and social themes. 
Analysis of the shared language of abolition additionally allows for connections between the 
abolition movements against Atlantic, chattel slavery and modern movements against slavery in 
its many forms around the world. The themes of family, the assumed expectation of freedom, 
and the law offer points of connection in modern antislavery poetry and modern slave narratives. 
The endurance of these themes employed by More, Yearsley, Wheatley, and Forten solidifies the 
significance and importance of their poetry and antislavery language to the strategy and legacy of 
transatlantic abolitionism.  
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Antislavery poetry, as highly significant to the language and scope of the transatlantic 
abolitionist movement  requires further study to continue to understand the momentous history of 
abolition. I limited the foundational scope of this thesis to four women, antislavery poets in order 
to more sufficiently and effectively analyze their rhetorical themes and societal interactions, yet 
there is much room for further research into the experiences and works of female and male 
antislavery poets. The temporal framework of this thesis, from the 1770s to the 1830s, made the 
research far more feasible, yet it necessitates further research into abolitionist literature closer to 
emancipation in America. Abolitionist movements also extended to other parts of the Atlantic 
and created unique literature in Latin America and Africa that also deserve increased scholarly 
attention.  
Approaching global modern abolitionist movements in light of the shared language of the 
Atlantic abolition movements not only illustrates the legacy of this language but also informs 
how to structure and adapt this language for the cause of abolition. Understanding the 
significance of language in the definition of modern slavery and human trafficking will also 
improve the language of abolition to more effectively explain the forms of slavery and the 
experiences of enslaved and exploited individuals. Continuing the study of abolitionist language 
into the current context more fully evaluates the effectiveness of language and the way in which 
abolitionists interact with social dynamics of gender, freedom, race, and the law. The hop in 
adapting this shared language of abolition to modern social environments is to restore, through 
language, a person’s natural rights and their invaluable personhood. The success of transatlantic 
abolition was to firmly establish in moral and legal argument the essential personhood of each 
individual that can never be reduced to a mere price. 
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